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PREFACE!
.
V/hen the question of the Reiecticn of a proper subject
for an Electrical Engineering thesis was brought to my at-
tention, several lines of v/ork presented themselves, each of
wliich seemed equally interesting and at the seme time to of-
fer a large field for investigation. After a careful ccn-
sid^-^aticn of the matter, however, the -question was decided
in favor of inductor alternator desii:n.
This was chosen, primarily'", I rosy sa!*-, on account of the
exceptional opportunity offered for the investigation of
maGhine? of this .ti've in actual course of construction, af-
fording thereby means of securing certain valuable data es-
sential in all alternating cui.-rent design, the lack cf which
has so often handicapped us, as students, in similar problems.
Secondarily, it may, perhaps, be said, that the design
of an inductor alternator v;as selected in view of the fact
that such a machine has not been altogether favore<'. in the
past, and the reason for this, if inherent in the machine
itself, is worthy;- of consideration, especially so since at
this time the inductor alternator seems to be pushing to
the front for use in certain lines of v^icy^K,
Very good text bccKs have been vnritten enbod^z-ing all the
principles underlying the design of direct current m.achinery,
and quite a considerable amount cf infomaticn has been
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brought cut along the lines of alternating current design,
'out v;ithcut doubt there is much that has remained unwritten,
which if obtainable would prove of imriense value. The ques-
tion of the predetemination of the inductive drop of alter-
nators is one which appears yet to be open to discussion,
as well as the matter of regulation on inductive ?»Jid non-
inductive loads; and at the present time, also the question
of ths paralleling of alternators is one which is receiving
considerable attention. All such points have a more or less
intimate relation to design.
The inductor alternator, though not possessing, as sor.e
oi^lm, such good regulation when on inductive loa^ln, as the
revolving armature or field ti've of machine— which no dcubt
has had som.ething to do with its limited application
—
still, possesses some favorable features, deserving of con-
sideration, and wh-lch ^Till prove an interesting study.
The primary object of this thesis is to present complete
calculations relative to the design of an inductor generator,
but it has been thought best to include also some of the his-
torical facts relating to the development of this tyve of
machine, as well
-s a classification and description of the
various designs thus far brought cut . A reviev; of the gen-
eral principles underlying the subject of alternating cur-
rent wcrlcing, both as regards the revolving arraature or
field generator and the inductor m.achine, noting especially
the modifications v/hich apply to the latter, may serve to
make more clear those points which will enter into and effect

Ill
our calculationf^ . .
^ull v;orking drav/lngs, photographed do?ni, cf the machine
as designed, are given in, their proper place. A few srietch-
es are also inserted v/herever it !.={ thought the subject mat-
ter may be made clearer thereby'-.
The author's indebtedness to other writers is acknowledg-
ed by the foot-notes and references, and he is especiall3''
thanl^;riJ.l to Professor ^'^i lian ?]sty and Mr. J.udwig Gutmann for
their kindness in offering assistance and sug::,esticns regard-
ing the theoretical and practical side of tlie subject of
electrical design.
B.3.A.
Champaign, June, 1900.
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GHAPT?1R I ,
INTEOLUCTORY.
The Eiethcds and devices used for the generation of elec-
tric current are so ntmierous, and the applications of elec-
tric po7;er when once produced, even ntill more rc, that it
T/ould be hardly possible to undertake at one time a full
and complete discussion of all th^se points, even in a compar-
ative manner. The best one can hope to do in the discussion
of any particular device, for instance, is to refer somewhat
brief li'' to ether methods of accomplishing the sane thing.
Though but a part of the v;hole general scheme, e^evy meaiis em-
ployed in the generation of electriclti'' bears in itself a
considerable Importance, and thus it results that each par-
ticular branch of the subject invites and offers almost un-
limited stud3'- and research.
It in cur purpose here to consider the design of one of
these devices referred to, viz., the Inductor Alternator,
"An Inductor Alternator^ is a d^mamo-electric machine
for alternating currents in vtiich the c^l-fference of potential
causing the currents, is obtained b^'' magnetic changes in the
cores of the armature ?jid field coils by the movement past
then of laminated masses of iron inductors."
The coils corresponding to the armature and field r-ag-
nets of the ordinary dynamo are stationary.
1. Houston''^ Lictionary.

The lajiiinated masses of iron, emilcyecL to cau^.e magnetic
changes in the cores of tlie fiei.(l and armature coil<=, are fix
eel on an inductor wheel which is rapicll3^ revolved in front of
them. The inductor wheel therefore acts as a magnetic comiuU-
tator, .changing the flux through the amature coils ajid. thUG
producing an i^.M.p.
It seems quite reasonable to consider the field cf elec-
trical engineering in general, under three great riivisions,
viz., resign
,
cons truction , and Installation and Operation .
Each one of these subjects covers a great field in itself,
so eyteneive in fact that ive have cur designers, cur construe
ing engineers, and cur installing engineers, each devoting
his whole time to one or the other of these lines of worlc.
Nevertheless, each does, and must, hear close relation to
the others. To illustrate: Ccnsidpr my one of the a7)pli(:;a-
tions of electric power, such for instajice, as electric trac-
tion. It is desired to ocnstruct a certain electric railroad
where, we will say, unusual conditions of r.xtor service pre-
sent themselves. This implies at (";nce that certain expe-
dients must be adopted, either mechanical cr electrical,
and perhaps beta, whereby the motive power when applied to
the car will be able to safeli' and economically overcome the
difficultiep which are imposed. These extraordinary cond.1-
ticns Y^hich exist and which must be succe^^sfully met before
the road can be operated satisfactoril:;-, will perhaps require
the expenditure of a greater amount of energy at one tim^e
th«n another, or the frequent stopping of the cars, or, few

stops and more than ordinpry ?5peerip;, etc. All of these point
if preR-^nt, must be tnken into consicleration when it ccir.es
to X'l'cvi'^j.ng the r.ctive power for the roacl. It is obvious
then, that all such conditions, and they are probably never
entirely the s^ne in an^^* two cases, bear an inpcrtant and
vit?3j. relation to the supplying of apparatus sufficiently
capable and suitable for perfoming the specific work con-
templated.
Thus we see that the primar:^ consideration of what is
required in any case, relates to the first general division,
that of r^ep-ign. ^'l^hatever the application mRy be, however
insignificant or great the worK to be perforri'^d, conditions
and restrictions v;iil always exist which are bound to influ-
ence the final results. Therefor ; v/e say that the machine
must be designed, that it must be calculated according to the
fundamental l8v;s roverning the ol^ctric current; and second-
ly, that it nust be so calculate - to fit the con('iticns im-
posed upon the service for which it is intended.
After completing the design of the particular nrxhine
r-^nuired, and having err.bodied in it such strength, it may
be, or arrangem.ent of parts, or great range of action, as has
been deemed necessary, we come next to the second general
division, the Construction,
This of course, implies the materi^J. following out of
the ideas and calculations gathered together and presented
in the worKing drawings. The s^me ideas and conditions,
which have in the beginning influenced the design, have olr:c.

4thrcu2*n the req''j.irenents^ cf the design, brought cut the msjCLy
a?id varied means for the manufacture of the apparatus,
which exist to(Viy . The faithful carrying out in the «hop
of the ideas as laid dcTO in the drawings, may or nay not
result in a piece of machinerir which has the greatest strength
for the least material in it, or a maximum output for a r.in-
inur: input, depending on whether the design is entirely nev;,
or whether it embodies features that have been tried and
found to be succesBful. If the former be true, then certaln-
ly the judgm.ent and experience of the de^dgner, among other
things, vrill determine in large measure the probable rcc-
cess of the design when carried cut in the sliop. It may
be that the result cf testG v/ill show that according to this
particular design, the m.otor, we will say, is not capable
cf satisfactorily performing the worV-. If such be the case
it may be necessary to change the cniculaticns if it is de-
sired to obtain the 'v-:st results under the conditions cf
service
.
Another im^pcrtant consideration in connection with the
design of a piece of apparatus, and ^r>y no means to be dis-
regarded, is the commercial relation, if v/e my call it such,
of the design to the finished product. That is to say,
in all construction or manufacture there is an elem.ent of
expense, or first cost, if 3''0U please, xThich we, as 'itudents,
cannot and dc net fi:lly appreciate without the Iinov/ledge cf
commercial conditions. "What will it cost?" is perhcps one

of the flTst questicn'^ that v.-ill be a:=;ke<I in the pr'ietical
fielfl. It ma:'- be that a limited amount of capital is avail-
able for manufacturing, or that in ju'iit be^innin^ a bu^inep.??
of this kinri., the prcmcters are conservative and do not care
to invest mere than 75f', it may be, of the m.one3' which you
know would insure excellent results. There can be no dcubt
but what, if such conditions, as ivell as the theoretical
considerations, are successfully met on the part of the en-
gineer, the result is the onl3'' true design.
This relation of the design to the existing comriercial
ccnri-itions, was very forcibl!' brought to the author's notice,
in connection with the writing of t'lis thesi^j, by direct con-
tact with those engaged in the practical design and construc-
tion cf electrical machinery, it was very clearly pointed
cut that the design, wxiich according to theory, and practice
toe, appears to be the best, often must be altered for no
other r'^ason than to come within the limit of insuf ricient
funds available for m.anufacturing purposes. Thus it is
clear that in commercial design, in a great n^ny cases, the
calculations must be made, not only with a view to securing
the best electrical or mechajiical re^-ulti^, >^ut also keeping
in mind the fact that the completed machine i:ust come v/ithin
a definite nud fixed limit of expense.
The design, which, under the above conditions, is in
the finished machine found to successfully cope with the se-
verest requirenents iraposed by actual service, "lUst of course
be considered the trJie design. It will always be realized

6that the design ^'ncl cons true ticn might have heen ira]^rove(l
if there had been nc correvclrl reBtriotionF^, out the q.bsenoo
of such restrictions Vidll generally prove the exception and
not t2ie -^ule, that in all comercial de-^i.^n, this is a
natter which c-^nnot be tiirovm aside.
Our machine has ncv/ been designed and constructed.
Lastly'' we come to the Installation and Operation. If the cori-
diticns of working are no more unusual than tho"?e ordinarily
net with, and the design is one which has be^n previously/
tested, it nay safely be as^^umed from the start that all
that is claimed for the macliine, vifill in most cases be prac-
tically fulfilled. But on the ether hand, if the require-
ments are of an exceptiv'^nal nature, necessitating a special
design, then not only will the installation be attended with
due ci-^e and proper engineering skill, but the operation
under actU8l conditions will be closely v/atched, both hy de-
signer and promoter, to obtain if pos-^-ibl^, some idea of
how far the machine, under actual test, ccnforris to the de-
sign. Whether the results be good or otherwise, they are
sure to reflect upon the designer. Thus it is evident that
a very important factor influencing the results, and already;-
alluded to, is that of personal experience on the rart of
the designing engineer. And consequently in working up a
new design to fulfill special renuireinents not hitherto en-
countere-t, the natural ability of the designer, backed by
long experience, will be most likely to secure good results.

7The v.-ritor hris only at terri.'to'l in v/hnt pTeoe'les tc -ocint
cut in a seneral v;ay eor.o of tUe t^.inc;s whic;! avpear tc ;iin
to Influence th^ design cT --"i dynano-^lectrio nnchine, through
the suoce'?»3ive ^tep^ of nanufacture ami application. It
has hem indi.^-ited hcv; the ^jialitioB, grod or h-^vl, of th*-?
deBic;n, may he hrcucht cut both in the constriiction and
ci'eration. But af? ha?? been stated, it if? not the piiTpof^e of
thiB paper to go further than th*-^, fiesi^n its'^lf, although
experinental tostf? have been contemplated. JCach of the
subjects of FjeBign, construction a)id Operation, re})rBentin£;
cur v;hcle field of v/or';, nay be divided and subdivided,
and in so doing nany interesting questions would be presented;
and thus under the 'Extensive subject of electrical design,
it is here propc pjed to give p-articular consid.eration to
indue tor al tornators
,
The design of a direct current nynai^.r involves in gen-
eral, the detemination of aniatur---; 'linensions, arr-.ature
wielding, t?ie proper donsitiof;. in the nagnetic circuit, the
length of nagnetic circuit, the CR loss, tiie proper field
V7i)idings, etc., all of v/hich apply equ-lly v/ell to alternat-
ing cm-rent design; however, the very natiire of the alter-
nating current inplies that there is aiiother print to be con-
sidere<l, vi;:., that of in'luctaiice . It is this in^luctive
action which pla3''s a v^i-y noticeable part in t}ie design
of all alternating current apparatus. In the design of an

8Inrtuctcr Rlternatcr thoTe nust be considereci net only tliis
question of influctance, toset'ner vflth the vjoints menticnad
above, tJUt also the fact that there is a fixed arraature, a
fixed magnetic field coil, a rotating mass of iron, a flux
that simply pulsates and does net reverse, etc., which lat-
ter conditions do not enter into ordinary alternator design.
In the design ivhich is to follov,', the recourse which was
had to the actLi-^.l processes involved in the construction of
similar machine p, has r^ade it possible to verify many of the
results
.

CHAPT.^R II.
."FIARLY DilVELOPLGIITR, ETC.
The liistcry of electrical progress is one ivhich, though
comparatively brief, is at once interesting and instructive.
Starting v/ith the discovery of Paraday in 1<331 of electro-
magnetic induction, narking as it does the beginiiing of all
practical electrical developr.ent , we might very profitabl^r
follow through the application of this principle to raagneto-
and dynamo-electric m.achines; its relation to the electric
telegraph and telephone; the invention of t]ie arc and in-
candescent lamp; the institution of electric railwa3''s made
possible "oy the reversibility of the dynamo; electro-chem-
ical research; the more recent develoijment of high speed
and wireless telegraphy; and lastly'", that branch of the
science which is today receiving so much attention, viz.,
the transraission of power hy alternating currents.
To do full justice to these Many inter-^sting subjects,
would Indeed re-^uire as many separate treatm.ents, m.ore pre-
tentious and far-reaching than the worK here undertak^^n.
It is not the intention in this historical review to cover
the whole field of el^^ctrical development^ since Farada^^'s
tir.e, b:'' any means, but merel-y to follow through the devel-
opment of magneto- and dyn^nc-electric machines leading up to
• r
rtl ff
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the incepticn of the inductc:^ typ'^;.
?ince the principle dlBcovered hy Faraday hears -n^ich
an important relation to all dynarao design and construction,
and the idea of "chan£;e of flux" figures so prominently
in the consideration of inductor r.achines, it nay perhaps
not be out of place to review here some of the conditions and
experiments v/hich led to tlie estahlishnent of Fa:^aday*s
law, i,e., that the F.M.F. is proportional to the rate of
chajice iJ^- the flux.
In a review of Farada^^'s life'' we are given a very
clear idea of the difficulties he encor^ntered ajid the char-
acter of his experiments, in a chapter entitled "The First
Period of Electrical Reseat^ch."
During December, 1824, he had firml3^ concluded that
the effect produced on a magnet oy r current of el^^ctricity
should he off-set, so to speal:, by a sim.ilar action of tiB
magnet on the electric current. This led to an experiment,
which but for the unfortunate arrangement of the apparatus,
would h^-.ve confirmed his belief. In the year IHP.5 he passed
a current of electricity through a v;ire in close proximity/'
to another, the latter being ccnnocted to a galvanometer,
but the desired result v/as net obtained. Various other
similar attemT)ts vrere made in this direction, but it was
not until nept ember, 1831, that we find his own record
of the discovery of magnetic induction. He describes the
1. Dr. B.Jones, Life and Letters of Faraday, Vol chap.l.
to
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ccnetruction cf t}ie iron rinc, vath its windings— not'iing
r.cre ncr las?? t'lan a simple transfom'^T, as v/e would p;g.y
today— as fcllov;8:
"I have had an iron rins made (soft iron), i-^on round and
7/8 of an inch thic"-:, and rin^ ':^;ix inches in external
dianeter. Wound many coils of copped" round, one-h«lf of
the coils beins separated hy tv;ine and calico; there v;ere
three lengths cf v:ire, each about PA feet long, and they
could be connected, as one length or used ns separate lenglhs.
By trialr-; \:ith a trough each was insulated fror. the other.
\7ill call this side of tlie ring A. On the ct':ier si.'e, but
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separated, hy an interval, T7as v.xunci v.lre in tvjo. ijieces, to-
gether ancuntins to abr.ut 60 feet in length, the direction
beins as with the fc?ner cci3.s. Thi*^ eide call B'i
"Charged a batter]'" of ten pairs of platf^s iciir inches
square. Made by the coils on ."5 p;ide one coil and connect-
ed its extrenitie* by a copper wire pa!=5sin2 to a distance,
and just over a na^rnetic needle (three feet fron iron ring)
then connected the ends of one of the pieces on A side with
batt'^r3'": immediately a S'=^nsible effect on nesvdle. It os-
cillated and settled at last in original i^osition. On break-
ing connection of A side with batter:^ again a disturbance
of the needle."
And thus \ie have in these few wo-^^ds and simple ex-
periment the realisation of the principle present in all our
electrical engineering work today. Parada3r seems to have
been quite conscious of tlie fact that the nioveinent of the
needle was due to the creation of a magnetic field, or mag-
netic induction, and as he later on writes, in speaking of
his exi)eriment with two parallel wires, " the effects are
a current in the s?me direction when the induction is estab-
lished, a reveT^se current v/hen tha in-iucticn ceases, and a
peculiar state in the interim." These effects due to the
so-called magnetic whirls or fields, s^^er. quite common-place
to us today, who perhaps often times lose sight of these
fundamental principles underl^'-ing the results of the appli-
«
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caticn, cc preminent n
Ws are accustcmed to tiiink of tYieB'^i inductive effects
as resulting frori a 'cutting* of tiie lines cf force or nag-
netic flux; ai? for i:astance, in considerinp; the 2e:aeraticn
cf an electro-r.otive force in a siF^ple Toi-pclar dynpr.o,
we have generally thought of the voltage as resulting fron the
rate at which the magnetic flu7 from pole to pole was cut.
This conception F'^er-s peculiar!!'' fitting in this case, hut
we sliall Bee thf/t it dees net held always. It is better
therefore, to thinl: of the E.M.P. as resulting frcm the
rate cf change of induction through the armature ccilp,v;hicli
will be found to be perfectly general. In the ccnsi'leraticn
of tiie theory and design of the inductor alternate^, further
allucion to this latter ccnceptic:! of the cause of the gen-
eration of an iH.M..'^. will be made, and cur calculations
based on it. Cons ^quentl^r this point should be borne in
mind.
It is interesting to note hew quichly the value of
tliis principle of magnetic induction was realized, and the
various ways in which it v.-as used, fir^t, in magneto- and
then in d3''nRmo- electric machines. The distinction between
magneto- and dynamo-electric machines, indicates in itself
one of the gre^^t steps forward in electric?-'! development.
In the raagneto machine, perm.'^nent steel magnet'^ were used;
later on these were replaced oy electro-magnets, resulting
in the lynarrx-electric machine.
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Very seen after Faraday made Ms discovery, lie applied
the principle in tlie construction of a "new electric machine."
His disk d^manc is vj-ithout doubt fmiliar to all. He
arranged a copper disk about one foot in dir-neter, so
that it could be made to revolve between the poles of a
huge magnet belonging to the Bo^'-'-l Institution, To serve
the purpose of what we call comutator brushes, he empl03'"ed
tv/'o strips of metal, one of copper md the other of leal.
Placing a galvanometer in the circuit which was complet-
ed b^'' having one te^T^inal connected witii the bra^s axle on
which the copper disk rotated, and the ot'ner in contact v;ith
the strips of metal acting as brushes, he found that the
galvajiometer needle was deflected one vmy or another accord-
ing to the direction of the rotation of th.e disk. In this,
the embryo, we might ^r-.y, of the modern d3marr.o, v/as demon-
strated as Faraday s?ys, "the production of a permanent
current of electricity by ordinary magnets." Ccntim^ing
his experiments still further, Faraday/" devised what is kncvm
as his rotating rectangle, the oper-;tion cf which was heterc-
polar in its nature, and the character cf the induction al-
ternating ,
During the few months which followed these experim.ents
and applications of Faraday's, quite a number cf Fiachines^
depending on magnetic induction were brovight out. ncme of
1. S .P .Thompson, Dyna^.o-Flectric Machinery'-, Vol.?, p. 7.
Jour. Fr^^-nklin Inst. Vol. 147, p. 55.

tliese macliinen are wcrtliy of nctp, r^'^ticulRrly in refer-
ence to the constinjicticn, and the manner in which Faraday's
principle wn.s utilirrd. In If^^P Pi7.ii~ invent'=*d a riece
of apparatus which serves to illustrate the princii-le of con-
struction now used in cur mcdern inductor nachinep. He ar-
ranged a steel horse-shoe magnet so that it could be revolve'l
abcut a vertical shaft, arid abrve the poles of tliis he fixed
a horse-shoe core cf iron, carrying tv;o ceils of wire in
which alternating cur-^^ents v/ere induced when the steel mag-
net was revolved. This idea of construction seems to iden
ical with that carried cut in what are conceded to be the
first machines built on the inductor princi::le. Fixii's
apparatus differs from our mcdern inductor alternator in
that he er.ployed a perr:.anent magnet, v/hile tod^^y thR revolv-
ing iron is separately excited.
Later on in the same year, Ampe^e^ 'suggested that the
alternating currents might be made continuous in their nature
and Pixii produced another machine prcviried with commutators.
In 1833 and in 1835, naxtcn^ and Clar've'i, respectively, ap-
plied the rrinciTjie cf inciuction in constructions Just oppos-
ite to that already' noted. Instead of revolving the hcree-
shoe m;agnet, as Pixii did, this v/as m.ade stationar:'' and the
horse-shoe cere with its bobbins w;is revolv^^^d. This idea is
1. Ann. Chem.Phys. Vol .50,p .3r?, 183P.
2. Ann.Chem.Phys. Vol. 51, p. 76,183?.
3 . Phil . Mag . ( 3 ) Vol . 9 . p . 3 <j 0., 18 3G .
4. Phil. Mag. (3) Vcl.9i>.?G?; Vc1.10,pp 365,455, 1837.

l.'i
ono of the principle features in d3''n'^no ccnf^truction tod^'y
and is magnificently v/crKed cut in the sc-called revolving
arraature alternating current generators.
J.
It remained for Wheat stone in 1841, to construct a ma-
chine in which the armature coils v;ere arr^^nged to give a
ccntinucus current. Briefly, the machine consisted of five
pairs of small armature cores, supplied with five ceils, and
all arranged on one horizontal shaft. Six permanent steel
magnets alternated v/ith the arr^atures, fmd each arLiature
was so fastened to the s'laft that it was affected hy the
maximum induction successively. Tr;o-part ccri'j::utatcrs v/are
included in the construction, one for each arm.ature, and all
connected in series.
Many other designs were brought cut b';- such experim.ent-
o o 4 5
erg as Poggendorf", Petrina , Jacob! and Sturgeon , in all
of which improvements o.f one >:ind or another were introduced.
In 1348 an. important advance ivas made virhen Jacob Brett sug-
gested that part of the current generated b]^ the d^mamc ma-
chine, could be used to self-excite the same, a principle
so comj^ion today that we soraetim.es do not realise its imiport-
ance. In 1866 Koses G, Farmer, of Salem., Mass. wrote a let-
ter to '.'^ilde, ¥7hich ccntain-^d the first printed account of
1, S.P .Thom.pscn, LnniaiuC-Electric ]:achinery (m)a^^cI.I.p 9.
2. Fcgg. Ann. Vol .45,p..^>85, 187.8.
^Ogg. Ann; Vol. 64, p. 58, 1845.
4 . 1- c gg . Ann . Vol . 69 , p .194 , 134 ^ >
.
5. Phil. Mag. Vol.7,
.?31, 1835.
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the invention of ^.^^If-excit^iiticn for dynanc?;. In the ye?r fol
1
loivinc this ,Pulverrr:acher TjT'oposed. thnt thin lajuinae cf ircn
be user' in the construction cf (-ynaincp! rather than the solid
cores. This has proved to bo essential in all ncdern nachines
So far all the apparatus which had been brought out, in-
volved the use cf the ordinar3'' perr.ianent raagnet, but it uas
not long until t:iis gave place to t]ie alectro-nagnet . V/e are
pindebted to Wheatstcne for the first ap}.)lication cf such
nagnets, in 1345. After that, electrc-nagnets were used al-
most entir8l3''.
The author has att^pted in the above, to bring out thoase
features nost prominent in the early develrpnent cf the dyna-
rrio, as enbcdl^d in a few of the different machines cf that tine
and we come now to the first suggestions of an inductor
type. While the apparatus of Fixii, from a constructional
standT/oinL, at leest, involves seme cf the principles used
In the inductor alternator today, still no suggestion was
made up tc this time wliich might imply that the idea cf in-
ductor working 'At.s thought of. No doubt exi^erifienterf ir.
this field cf v/ork considered themselves quite fortunate in
mal:ing successful applications cf Paradey';^ nirccvery in what-
ever way seemed most practical, without much thought of new
designs.
The first suggestions of an inductor tirrie of generator
1. O.P.Thompson, Dynamo-iDlectric Machinery (6) Vol. 1. p. 8,
2. n .F .Thompson, .T)3'-namc-'Electric I.Iacliinery, Vol. 1, p.9('J)

1were macLe 'r:Y Ritcliie^ abcut 187,7, by Page'*^ in 187,9, and "oy
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Dujardin''' 1844. In all of these trie idea, in general,
of a Btaticnar:^ field winding and am^iture, and of the ceils
fcrming the arr:.ature conductors being placed on pclr^r proiec-
ticnp; of tiie field r.agnet, existed. The magnetic principle
involved, was, as has already' been referred to, a changing of
the induction or flux through the amature coils, hy the rota
lion of a nass of soft iron past the poles carr-ying the coils
Some of the crude apparatus involving these ideas is interest
ing in showing fror. what the in^Iuctcr g-T-nerator of today has
grown. For instance, let us ccn'^ider hew rujarctln propos-
ed to apply the princij)le of magnetic induction. Dujardin
was a correspondent of the French Acadeny of Sciences, and in
1844, right in the nidst of scieitific invasti^aticn and
activity'-, he addres^i-ed a letter from Lille to the Ac^-'deny
at its meeting on April S9th, in iTiiich he stated " that he
had constructed a new magneto-electric machine wliich produced
very energetic effects." This machine was made in the fol-
lowing manner: A horse-shoe magnet was fixed hcrizcntally
on a table, with a galvanometer frame fastened vertically be-
tween the poles of the magnet, and around this frrjiie a ccipsr
Tfire v;?^s wrapped. A piece of scft iron was arranged to re-
volve in the interior of the galvanometer. In the operation
1. Phil. Mag. (3) Vcl.lC, p. 280,(18.37);
-
. Annals of Elec. 137,9 ,p.489.
3. COmptes Pf^rvir?:, Vol. 18, p. 857, 18:4; Vol . "1 ,pp . 5?3, 89r ,g.882).

of tli6 nacMne the eri'ts or tlie soft iron pa£:secl f..ltf^rnr..tel3r
hy the nacnet poles. As the soft iron approached toward the
pcles,rif).gnetiraticn resulted, rrdch produced in the v:i';'e of
tiie galvanometer, ^ cu'-'rent of electricity in cne direction;
and as the soft iron reced=^d froin the magnet poles there was
a danagnetization, and consequently a current flowed in the
ga.lv;?j.iori'3ter ivire in the oppo':'ite direction. And tlrus, as -
Dujardin writes, "v/ith each complete revolution o-f- the f^oft
iron, there was produced in the vare of tlie galvancr-.eter,
four currents of induction of alter'iate opposing sig?:.s."
Prom all accounts there dees net seem to have been any
action taKen by the Acar'em3^ in regard to Dujardin*'^? commu-
nication, more than the recording of the sania. Y/hile rapid
and continuous progress was being made at this tim.e by those
interested in d3'nruri0-electric development, it was all along
lines differing from what Dujardln proposed.
Locking ahead some thirty-five ^-^ears or more, we again
find the inductor t^^pe under conpide^aticn. In ISSo ,Thomipscn
revived the subject ivith the d^^ign of an inductor alterna-
tor on which he obtained patents. This machine was followed
by Kingdcn's alternator, and in 1838 Mr. Kordey designed his
well-l'nown generators on the inductor principle. Some of the
still more recent t^noes ar'=! the otanle3'"-Kel3.3'' ?-phase i.v
-
chine, LobrowolsK:'/ alternator, the Warren-LIedbur^'", the
the Royal, the ^.Testinghouse, and others which it is rurposed
to discuss more fully in the succeerLing chapt-r.

CHAPT?]K III.
CLAHSIPIOATION ANE .DESCRIPTIOH.
To aid in the iclentificaticn of influctcr alternftcTB
of mcflern desisn, there appe«^.r to be four general clanses
under v/hich all Buch machine nay be grouped, p.p. fcllcvjB:
I. Those in which there is but a single p.et of arm-
ature coilf5, and a single row of polen on the inductor
.
This group ma^'- be subdivided according to the perdi-
tion of the nagnetiEing coil, viz.,
1. Machines ±r\ which it is placed cn the amature.
2. Machines in v/hich it 1'^ either 7/ound directlj/" on
or about the inductor itself.
II. Those ?rhere both armature coils and inductor
bcd^'" Gcn^D^^t of two distinct but sinilar pa^ts, that ir.
double arr^atures and double inductors.
III. That t:rpe embodying the double inductor con-
struction, but ?/ith an armature carr3'-ing ^ single n^,t of
coils on ncn-r^acnetic corep.
IV. That t3-p^ in which there are two sets of arma-
ture coils but only a singl^^ -r-r; of inductor poles.
The inductor generators which have been designed
since Thompson brought out his machine in 188-3, are, the
Kingdcn, Mordey, Gtanle^M'elly, T'hcmpscn, tyKe Harris,
Dobrov:clsr:y, Brcvm, Fo^^al, Thury, '^farren, warren-Medbur^'',
'•Vestinghcuse and Ganz.
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Of thes-* the Kingti-On and ".'»T'""en alternate-"*? belcn£" tc
cur first group, under subdivision 1; v/hile those machines
design'^^d. b" Thur^'-, the V.'estinghouse Ccmpany, and th© Warr3n-
Medbur':' Ccmpany rcr/ b« classed under sub'-'ivision P.
The alternators with a double rov/ cf ar/rature coils
and inductor pcl'^s and 'belcnglnz to group II, are the St'in-
ley-Keller, DobrowolsKy, Brovm, Royal, and Ganz.
As the sole representative of group III, we have the
Mordey rr.aohine, and lastly to group IV belongs the I-yKe ^
Harris alternator.
The characteristic construction of seme of these machines
is deserving of consideration. ^-^'hatever their cut\'/ard ap-
pearance or maKe-up, thf^y all depend on the princiijle cf a
changing but ncn-rev-^-^'^ang flux through the arm-^ture coils.
The coils corresponding to those cn the armature and field
magnets of the ordinary t^rp© of generator, are stationary'',
except in the Morriey machine. In order to obtain this vary-
ing flux, InjTiinated pole pi'^ces in some .r:achines, and solid
poles in ctiiers, notabli'" the Kcr6ey alternator, forming a
part of the inductor v^heel, coroonly called the rotor, are
carried past the armature 7)0les on which the coils are vvound.
Resulting fror. a certain rate in the variation cf the flux
througli the coils, there is generated an electromotive-force.
KINGPON'fJ ALTERNATOR.^ As being one of the firp?t modern
designs emploering the inductor principle, it is interest-
1. n .P .Thompson, Dyrnamc-Electric machinery (G) Vol. r;,p.640.

ing to note tlie difference in constr-cticn Tt'Tl that now
1
usually B'^en, ¥.v. Oisbert Kapp in a paper read before the
Societ^r of Telegraph Engineers and Slectrician^ in 1888,
says cf Kingdon's machine: " A tinpe of alternating current
d3meno, which though founded on a systen previously Xnovm
and patented, has lately'' been altered bo ris to render it
wcrlvable and efficient "iyy Mr. Kingdcn, vrtic early in 1886,
submitted to me his ideas on the subject."
In this machine an cuter nrr-.ature i^ing supports inward
projecting pol^s, cne-half v:cund with magnetizing or field
coils, v/hile the other half carry the armature conductors.
On the periphery of the inductor are placed soft iron poles,
in nur.ber equal to half the inv?ard projecting pcle^: cf the
armature, and each inductor pole having a circumferential
length great enough to just span two adjacent poles carrj'--
ing the field and armature windings. To illustrate: on a
50 K.W. machine there are 16 field magnet poles, and 16
poles on which are placed the arr^ature coils, while the in-
ductor carries but 16 polss all told.
As Kr. Kapp points out, a prominent feature of this ma-
chine is the fact that the same maps of iron with its invjard-
ly projecting poles, serves both for field magnet and arma-
ture. The magnetic connection of the field and armature
poles caused b]/ the revolving inductor, produces a current
in those coils (armature) not separately excited, according
1. London Elec. Fevie-v, p. 173, 1888.
— r
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to the principls alreacb/ referred to. The strength of the
current, wi3.1 of course, depend on the denF5ity of the flux
in the field, the size of the armature coils, speed of in-
ductor, etc. as will he pointed out later on.
1
.
MOR'D:n]Y*S ALT?:RKATOR. This comes ^oiider cur third group
and represents one of the nost successful t3i)es of inductor
machines.
In quite a lengthy paper on Alternating Current Worh-
ing", read in 1889
,
before the society r.f Telegraph Engi-
neers, Ivir. Iiordey tal^es the srme stand in regard to resist-
ance and self-induction in alternators, as he previously
too?: in 188G' vihen he asserted "that self-inducticn was not
a virtue to be cultivated in motors any more than in dynamos."
He held ( in 1889) that those who were most favorable to
self-induction, did not favor it because it improved an
alternator per se, but merely that such a quality'' aided in
parallel wording. Ke does not seem at all inclined to favor
the idea that an3'" advantage is gained hy the presence of
inductance, but rather considering it as anHinmitig?? ted
evil." And on the other hand he asserts that alm.ost perfect
regulation, as well as adaptability to parallel working, can
be obtained hy an entire absence of iron In the armature.
1. London Eiec. Review, Vol. P.^ ,v . 5?>3, 1888.
?. Journal of Telegraph Engineers, Vol. 18, p. 591.
3 . Phil . Mag . january , 1338
.

These a?3sertions lie substantiates ':)y describing a series
cf experin:entf^' carried cn ¥7ith tivc of Ms alteTnatcrs( d'?-
signed the year before) under various ccnditicns cf service
Having previously been firmly convinced in this iiatter
Mr. lIorde3^ desigiied tiie machine accordingly . Under various
test conditions, the machine gives a comparatively low drop
in voltage, and it is claimed that no automatic regulation
is necessary.
The field magnet of this machine presents the strilcing
feature of the whole design. It consists fi->"st of an iron
c^ainder placed on the shaft and around vvhich the exciting
coil is wound. Against each end of this iron core is fast-
ened a cast iron pole piece, consisting of nine spol:es ra-
diating from the center. The ends of the spokes are bent
around parallel to the shaft with a sufficient gap left be-
tween them to allow cf the placing of the armature coils.
The nine poles cn each side are of tlie same polarity, and
consequentl37' the magnetic leakage betvieen adjacent poles
is zero, a condition which exists as far as the inductor is
concerned, in the design submitted here, and which would
have been fully realized had no iron been employed in the
armature
.
The stationary arm.ature cf Mord.ey's alternator consist
of a number of coils r.ade up of narrow copper ribbon and
wound on a nonTinagnetic core. The coils are held in
braclcets bolted to a gun-metal supporting ring. The empl03r.

.^5
nent cf Geman silver brackets aiicl VjcltB, so fastened to
the 2T^-J^^etal rinc as net to ccme betvv'een the field poles,
insures an almost entire absence cf eddy currents. As a
striking contrast to this earlier design, the Brush Engi-
neering Company have constructed a new machine,"' which fiif-
fers essential!]'- in that iron is new used in the amature,
and the magnetizing coil does not revolve, but is placed
on the armature itself.
Among other foreign inductor nachines which have gained
prominence are the Thur^^-*- and Ganz'*^ alternators. Sone of
the largest cf Thur3'''s machines are of the vertical Eh?^.ft
type, operated \>y v^ater power, and furnishing light for the
city of Geneva.
THE GAHZ INDUCTOF ALTSP.MTOr . This is a type of in-
ductor generator manufactured by a Budapest firm. Several
cf the machines have recently been installed in an English
lighting plant. A peculiar feature is the fl3^-wheel con-
struction cf the revolving inductor. The cast steel poles
of the latter are bolted to the rim of. the fly-Virheel on
each side. These field poles are staggered in a manner sim-
ilar to the rotor construction cf the earlier nteJiley ma-
chine. The magnetizing coil is placed between the field
poles, concentric with the rim cf the fly-wheel, but instead
of being held in place by a cage it wound on either side cf
1 S.P.Thompson, D3rnamo-Electric Machinery( 6 ) Vol. 2, p. 646.
American Electrician, January 1900, p. oO.
3 L.^. Vcl.o;;, p. 498, 18 j7.
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a circular *T ' section projectins inwf\T"(lly from the arma-
ture casting. The arrnature 3'-olce,or casting, supports a
double row of laminated armature poles similar to other con-
structions described in this chapter.
One Ox the f?^ults which first suggest? itself in this
machine is the inaccessibilit3'- of the magnetizing ceil.
To get at this coil it is nece'?sary to remove one or more
of the inductor poles,
STAIJLEY-KELLY ALT'^iiRKATOR . This is a representative
t^rpe of American double arm.ature, double incluctor machines.
1
with stationary'' field coil surrounding the centre portion
of the rotor.
In the larger sizes of this generator the inductor
consists first of a spider KeyeA to the shaft and carrying
a wide rim. Around the periphery of this rim are secured
the dcuble row of laminated inductor poles—all ncrth on
one side and all south on the other, but staggered.^ The
existence of a dcuble armature is more apparent in this
machine 'than in any of the others mentioned. This results
from the peculiar construction adopted, in which the two
separate cast iron yokes supporting the iRjninated arm^ature
poles are held apart and together on the base, b^'' means of
1 Oudin's Standard Polyphase Apparatus ajid Systems, p. ?7, 1880
n.F .Thcr.rson, Dynam.o-Electric Machinery( 6 ) Vol.?,p.G41.
Bulletin 107, Stanley -Electric :;ft: . Co., Juiie,1899.
2 In the later m.achines built by the Stanley Company, tlie
inductor poles are not staggered, the two-phase current
being obtained by proper disposition of armature ceils.
J ni i
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long rods placed around, the circijmiference of the 3'-olces and
running through from side to side. Thus the rods themselves
beccne part of" the armature magnetic circuit. SiJich construc-
tion certainl3^ involves mechanical worX of the ver^'' Mghest
order, with a nonsenuent high first cost; but it is claim-
ed that this difference in cost, resulting in greater mechan-
ical per^fection, more than off-sets subseouent depreciation
and repairs. Aside from these mechajiical points, one of the
principle features of the machine lies in the obtaining of
a two-phase current b^^ staggering the inductor poles, Tliis
is a means to an end employed almost exclusivel3'- in the
rtajiley m.achine, but the same results are obtained in other
types, such as the Ro^'-al, by proper arrangement of the anr.a-
ture coils.
The design of the Stanley alternator is said to be such
as to require no automatic method of regulation, as com-
pounding, and none is provided. The perforr:iance of the m.a-
chine v;culd seem to warrant this statem.ent.
THE WARREN INDUCTOR ALTEKKATOkI This is another machine
m-anufactured in the United States and differs considerably''
from those already described. This alternator has be^n
classed under the first division of the first group, because
notwithstanding the fact that the field-magnet coil ±r con-
centric with the inductor, it is free from it, and is placed
on a projecting part of the amature yoke. A cross-sec-
tion of the armature and inductor m.ay be diagramatically
1 Gudln, Standard Pcl^'-phaepi Apparat'.ip, systems ,p . -'^ » -"•--'^^^
.
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repr<5sented p,s followc: . A is the armature
yoke, v;ith prcgecting laminated pcles at P, around. v/Mch
the arruature ceils are placed. The field coil is wound
on the prcjecticn indicated at B. The centre portion P.
represents the inductor, vrLth larainated poles at P, . One
defect in this d^=^sign results from the manner of construc-
tion, in that an end thrust is caused hy the magnetic flux
as it passes between the inductor body proper and the arma-
ture casting near where the field cell is placed. Various
means of overcoming this difficult^^ have been tried, but it
is not knop/n at the present time whether it has been entire-
ly obviated or not.
PYKE & HARRIS ALT^]RNATOR Like the Mordsy alternator
this machine stands out alone from a constructional point
of viev;, coming under group IV. Though it has not been
built in the larger sizes, the sirall ones have proven
quite successful. Its compactness, rather odd inductor
construction, .arrajigenent cf armature poles, and nature of
magnetising coil, are features peculiar to itself.
1. r; .P .Thompson, l^ynarac -Electric Machinery (o) vol
.
r!,p .04?
.
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The Kiacnetizing coil consists of an internal helix
surroundins a central pcle, which constitutes one hearing
for the inductor shaft.
The inductor is cup-shaped, and what would correspond
to the riir. of the cup, is a narrov/ iron ring. Between this
and what corresponds to the bottom of the cup— a spider
keyed to shaft— are securely bolted laminated inductor
^poles', Beven in all. When in place the inductor 'poles*
revolve bfotween ( b^' 'between' is rr.eant in a radial direc-
tion) the two rows of armature coils, supported b3' tv;o
laminated rings ivlth polar projections.
Before closing the chapter it may not be suniss to d'^^-
scribe some of the points concerning the Foyal inductor
alternator. As fxlvevAy stated, the sub;ject of this thesis
is the design of an inductor generator wliich follows, in
in general outline at least, the construction of tlie Kc^T-al
machine. A more detailed discussion rdth reference to this
particular design, from an electrical standpoint, is reserved
for the succee<"ing chapters, so that a brief consideration
of the general m.ake-up of the machine will suffice he^e.
THE POYAL INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR. As in the Stanley-
Kelly, Brown and Dobrowolsk]'- machines, we have here ivhat has
already been termed a 'double armature, double rotor'
alternator. Instead of the single spider construction,
however, the inductor is made up of three distinct parts,
aside from the laminated poles. (Gee drawings) Y/hat night
Ion V
be termed the tv;c outer cast steel spiders are scli'l ca?3t-
ingB with polar projections, and secured to a central
wrought iron 'cere'; the laminated poles, cast steel end
pieces, and core, forming the magnetic circuit of the field.
Around this central ivrought iron cor--) is placed the exciting
cril, supported in a brass-copper cage which is secured to
lugs projecting inv;ardly from the armature 3^oke. The end
pieces of tl^e inductor are cast with six slight projections
on the periphery ( for 35 K.l^J.), to which are secured
the laminae foming the inductor poles.
Though tliere ^.re two sets of armature coils and poles,
the outward appearance of the machine v;culd not indicate
such a construction. The armature proper is one p'Clid
casting, from the two sides of which 'seats' are turned out,
perpendicular to the shaft, and on these circular seats the
armature stampings are laid and bolt 3d dovm. The magnetic
path follows th'? sgne general direction as in the Ctanley-
Kelly machine. One (3jLfference in the construction to be
noted as compared to the earlier Stanley machine, is the
fact that neither the armiature or inductor poles are stag-
gered. This would seem to imply that the machine is a sin-
gle~phaser, but by proper arrangem.ent of the armature coils,
either one, tv/o or three phases may be secured from the ssme
machine
.
i9 i
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ADVANTAGES AITL LI ^ADVANTAG.-F]r! , The advantages usu-
ally clained for the inductor alternator are as follov;s:
no revolving or moving wire; no coirjiutatcrs or collectors
with possibility of loose contacts; absence of tie bands;
the fact that the vandings may be djLvided into separate
circuits, adr.itting of variation by means of a switchboard;
and aside from these general features may be noted the ex-
ceeding simplicity of construction.
Against the advantage that there is no moving copper,
there is the disadvantage of greater iron losses, and Thcinp-
1
son states that the efficiency is two or three per cent
lower than in the revolving airaature t^Tpe of '^.Iternator
.
Whether this is true or not of all inductor machines, ex-
periments, only, under actual conditions of service vdii
show. A further disadvantage of the inductor machine
lies in the faPt th.t it weighs more for the same output
than other altarnatcrs. This of course, results from the
large amount of iron used In the construction.
1 S.P.Thompson, Dynamo-Electric Machinery, Vol.S, p.64G,
'0* t J y) ^
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CHAPTER IV.
THEOR?]TICAL CONSID^CRATIONr:.
The Tlieor:^ of the design of alternating current machin-
ery, iR a subject involving many problems, ecne of which
seem to be by general consent agreed upon; others appear
to still offer opportunity^ for discussion. It is the in-
tention here to review only those points which appear nest
prominent, and which have some bearing on the particular
design undertaken.
With the advent of the single and polyrphf^fse induction
motor, a serious difficulty arose in regard to drop in volt-
age at the generator when - an inductive load(mctor), instead
of a lighting load, was thrown on the m?^.chine. No increase
In exciting current would raise the voltage. Many mathemat-
ical theories were advanced to overcome the difficulty^,
but they were usually^ based on a priori assumptions, not
founded on experim.ent.
Still another difficulty v/hich hindered the s^^tisfac-
tory design, was the question cf the frequency of the alter-
nating current. This matter had not been considered to
anY extent, except as to what v;as most suitable for light-
ing, and for such a purpose the frequency often rr-n as high
as eigiity. High frequencies were justifiable as long as
the alternating current was entirely'' dissipated in heat or
light, in which case the greater inductive drop, due to the
higher frequency, being in quadrature ivith the current,was
•tn f"T«(»fT tt-v^^^ •'f*!f 'ftfr'
lil aim «/^/«oI
exii ol ( . ,
not found objectionable. The unsatisfn.ctory design became
apparent, however, as scon as a mctor load wa?? thrown on.
In order to overcone this, American machines v/ere compouncl-
ecl, but tliis has been cl':dned not to be necessary in sor.e
cases
,
It has been the aim of many investigators of late, to
find Bcno \my of predetemj.:iin.c: the inductive drop of al-
ternators, and many articles? have been written on the sub-
ject, hy such ren as Behrend^", Brousson^, Behn-^Hschenberg-^,
Pisher-Hinnen^, and others. This subject will be referred
to again before the close of the chapter.
MAGl^TIC PRIITCIPLhIs. In all alternating current
worli there are certain variables that enter into the calcu-
lations of whatever problem is in hand, which, as F.ay be im-
plied from the very nature of the direct current, need not
be considered there. However, the same fundair.ental lav/s
hold in both cases, and it only remains to correctly apply
them in order to secure satlsfactor:'' results. It is a
Icnowledge of the relation between the exciting current
and resulting magnetism which enables us to calculate be-
fore hand the size of m.agnet required, the number of turns
of vare, etc
.
1 Electrical World and Engineer, Vol .35, pp. 90, 1?5,166 and
January and February, 1900,
2 Electrical World, Vol. 26, p. 236.
3 London Electrician, Vcl.35, p. 424.
4 L'Ecl.Elec, Vol .13, p. 145.
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The now quite well undsrstocd terr.s ^magriBtic linen'
and 'lines cf force -represent a^conditicn' which ie of
first and vital importance in the design of .any electrical
apparatus for furnishing current. Para.-Liy, in describing
his earl3^ experiments, such as the dra\ving in and cut
of the iron cere of a solenoid, writes of his conception
of 'lines of forces', Thougli net actually existing in a
material sense, we have ccme to consider them in that way
as a matter of convenience, perhaps, knowing however, that
such a 'condition' ^icee exist as is clearly shown an or-
dinary horseshoe m^p.gnet and iron filings. In thinking of
uagnstlc lines, we may lock at their, not onl3'' as represent-
ing direction, but as indicating the magnitud^;^ "t^'^
magnetic forces also. This is a conception borne out in all
cases where the number of lines per square centimeter or
per square inch is thought of; in other words, it is the
density or flux. This flux traverses a certain path knoivn
as the magnetic circuit, made up in the case of d^mamo-
electric machines, of the iron cores and air gaps. Va-
rious terms have been suggested for this existing magnetic
condition, such as, flux-density, magnetic displacement,
magnetic induction permeation, induction, etc. The first
and last term^s are perhaps the most common ones, ajid are
1 The first of these terms is always taken as referring to
to the r.agnetisra in the iron itself, while the latter is
used with respect to the same flux passing through air.
2 S.P .Thompson, Lynarcc-T^lectric Machinery ( 6 )Vol
.1, p. 113 .
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used in cur discussion here, alvva^^s bearing in min i that we
are to consider the inductor machine as generating aji
E.M.?'. due to the rate of changing the induction through
the arrr.ature coils.
In the case of the ordinary type of alternator, and
by this is meant the rsvclving armature or revolving field
t3Tpe, there are two essential parts in the construction
of the machine, viz., a field magnet and an armature
—
the latter an iron core fixed to the shaft in almost all
of the smaller sizes of machines, for carrying the conduct-
ors.
The purpose of the field magnet is to create a magnetic
field, i.e., the producing of a magnetic flux of a certain
total amount, which, in the course of the magnetic circuit,
traverses the space occupied by the armature.
The function of the armature with its copper coils is
to revolve between the poles of the field magnet, and in
so doing, to affect a change in the induction through the
coils. For instance, in the case of a direct currentjbi-
polar machine, it will be seen that as the coil marked 'aa,*
in turning, approaches and recedes from the position in
*a 8X ti.
leJn sifl 10 MO
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which it is drawn, the rate of change in the flux passing
through the coil, is a nininiin, and consequently, in the
indicated position of the coil, the E.M.P. generated is
zero. The rate of changing rapidly increases as the coil
is moved through 90 degrees, at which latter point it is
greatest and the E.M.F. consenuently a maximum
.
In all cases of dynarnc construction, whether direct
or alternating( rotating armature or inductor tyve), a
magnetic field must be present, and therefore one of the
more important points to be considered, both theoretically
and practivTally, is that of the magnetic circuit.
theoretically, we lock at the electro-magnetic effects
produced in the case of the bi-polar machine, as resulting
from the operation of Faraday's law, viz., that
e -dN / dt
To make this more clear, suppose we consider a current flow-
ing in a single turn of wire"^. Due to this existing cur-
rent a magnetic field is set up, that is, a certain induction
(magnetic lines) passes through the one coil of v/ire,
bending around outside and forming closed curv<^s. suppose
that the number of turns is increased T times, and that K
represents the total induction through one turn, then TN
is the total induction passing through T turns of wire.
Now Faraday found that if this magnetic induction be changed
in any way, an E.M.F. is developed according to tliis rate
of change, ^nd hence the l7w as above stated, expressed in
J Redell, The Principle cf the Transforrier,? .7,.^,lA9ff
1X90 -Siii 3D
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any system of units. The ininus sign indicated that the elec
tro-motive force is thought of as being generated according
to the rate of decreaBe of flux— a purel3r arbitrary a!=5SUF.p-
tion. The above law is the foundation of the general
fcmula v/hich will be used later in our discussion.
The effects of self-induction, constituting, as they do
some of the chief difficulties in the successful operation
of an alternator, must be talien account cf in the caJLcu-
lation of the machine. The change of induction, referred
to above, as giving rise to an -^jlectroriOtive-force, may be
caused b3'' a change in the current floiving in the circuit,
and if such be the c?.3e, the S.M.P, resulting will be pro-
portional to the ratio at which the current is changing,! .e
.
6 = - Ldi / dt
where L is a constant called the coefficient of self-induc-
tion and defined by the equation as the ratio of the induced
electromotive-force to the rate of change in the current.
The practical unit of self-induction is the henr^^. Accord-
ing to the definition given by the International Electrical
Congress in 1893, the self-inducticn of a circuit is one
henry when the induced electro-motive force is one volt,
while the inducing current varies at the rate of one
ampere per second. The so-called counter electromotive-
force of self-inducticn is what gives rise to a part of the
large drop in voltage cf most alternators on inductive load.
,lJL/oTxo ©ill nJt ^nttion $twmm •at nt tsmHe •
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but TThich seems to iiave been greatly overcome in Morcley'?^
enrlT'' machine, due to the fact that no iron was used, in the
armature; hence L is very small.
In order to accurately apply the general formula
E = i-;.T.(t).^ / 10*
in the design of an alternator, it is necessary'' to l:now what
the drop due to inductance in the machine, is going to be.
Since the inductance varies as the square of the number
of turns in any coil , we ma^;- vn?ite the following expression.
Average L ( in henr^^s per coil ) = ( turns per coil ) x
gross length of armature core in inches divided b:* 10^-,
Where the constant 25, eqi^als the number of lines produced
per one ampere flowing in the ceil per inch of gross length
of armature cote. This is an empirical formula base(i on
results of previous experiments.
In any circuit having an induc^^^ce L and where the
current is increasing, there will be a counter electrcnctive-
force produced., tending to prevent the current from, growing,
its value depending on L and the rate of change of current.
If I (virtual) amperes of current at a fequency of n ay-
ol9s per second are flowing through a circuit of inductance
L, the
c.e.m.f, of self-induction - Ji.?^TTn.I.= Lwl
that is, I - c.e.r.f of self-induction / Lw
¥7her6 Lw is what is termed the "reactance." Having determin-
1 S.P.Thomv-scn, D^^m.imo-Electric Machinery( 6 ) Vol. 2, p. 560.
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ed L and knov/ing tlie frequency to be used, and the current
suxiplied "by the armature, we have at once the value of the
electroinc tive-force covering the drop due to inductance,
and which must b© used in calculating the inaciiine. Know-
ing what Lp;I is, we may construct cur triangle of electro-
motive-forces and assuring a non-inductive load( i . e .power
factor = l), find the value of the impref^j^ed volts.
THE LAW OP THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT. 1 Consider a solenoid
through which a current is flowing. A magnetic field will
result consisting of a certain flux threading through the
scl«noid. The magnetising force of the solenoid is pro-
portional to the ampere- turns, virhere T equals the turns,
and I the current. Now suppose we tal-ce a single turn of
wire and send a current through it equ-^-l to I . Let this
loop of wire enclose a certain area A, Then "by experiment
it has been shCTm that I A is equal to the magnetic moment
of this loop. If we put in place of this loop of v/ire an
ordinary magnet vrith a magnetic moment enual to nl (where m
equals strength of magnet, and 1 length of sane), wliich nay
1 Bedell, The Principle of the Transfcnrier,p ,3S ,1896
.
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be dene .^ince wp« depsir-; to knew the relation betv/e'-^n the i.iac-
netizinr force '".nrl the nur.'he"^ '^f aripere turn??, we then hf?ve,
nl ^- I
A
3y increaning the nun/oer of. turn*: T times, v;e ran^^ x7Tite for
a inefliir: whcse peine ^^j^iliti'" i?? enn-*2l to "a
r:l u . T . I . A
cr in = u.T .1 .A / 1
But f^in'-^e the r.ricnetic ind\;ction fron a unit pc.le is 4Tr,
t/ien from n poxe of strength n it is 4Tri„, ejid therefore the
total im'.uction or m??.2netic fXny, i?r>
17 ^ 4Tru.T.I .A / 1
= 4FT.I. /—
cr, expressing I in njipere^
This may be >xpre^n''?d i?^ follows:
Magnetic flux = Magnetomotivo-fcroe / Reluct^"'.nce
.
From this fundamental lavr we raay determine the nixnibe-" of imieve-
turns to be y:laced on the field. Of course, in an actual
design the value of the denominator in the above er^urticn be-
comesXr^, since the magnetic circuit is generall""" made v.-^o of
riatarials whose reluctances 'liffer.
Another metlicd for finding the amper-s-turns re'niir.i<' on
the field, is as follows: Knowing the err- p-secticn rmd m.';g-
netic fli:>' in each part of the magnetic circuit, the density
in e-ch section na]- be found: then from the curves
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Of the particular kind of iron used, the anpere-timis per
unit of length are given. Multiplyin:; the ar-ipere-turns per
unit of length for e^ch pr;:rt of the raagnetic circuit, by
the length ther^jcf, gives th^ ^^mpere-turns required for that
part; the total ampere- turns needed will be the eue. cf
what is required for each part of the circuit. This is tlie
nethcd which has been followed in the next Chapter.
OEl^ISP.AL POmiULA ^OR DESIGN. We now come to a consid-
eration of this formula, with particular reference to its
application to inductor alternator design. As we shall see,
seme cf the conditicns under v/hich it i.:u^t be applied, dif-
f-^r from the case of the ordinary revolving armature type.
In working rdth alternating current, it is the so-called
virtual or^Jmean^value, that is thought cf and used, rather
than the maxirrAir:\, or the average value of the current or
I^.M.P.-'- Bedell, and others, define the virtual value of
an alternating current as being equivalent to the value cf
an unvar^^'ing direct current which would produce the same
heating effects. According to Joule *s law, this heating
of the wire varies as the square of the current, and in the
case of alternating currents, the heating i;ill depend upon
the mean of the squares of the instantaneous values, and
hence the ccimncn expression, that the virtual value is equal
to the square root of the mean square of the instantansous
value
.
r • ——— .-- - - .
1 Bedell, The Principle cf the Transfcnr.er
, p. 59, 1896.
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Bedell Sc Crehcre in their chapter on Harmonic Functions-^
derive the average smd menu square values of a sine curve
in a very clear nanner. We find from their discussion
that the average value is 0.657, and the mean square v^lue
0,70? tiiies the maxinura value. The ratio of the virtual
to the average value gives 1.11, which has been called tiie
*form factor'^. As the r:.M.F. curve of an alternator is
seldom exactly a sine wave, the fom factor will differ from
this theoretical value depending on hew far the actual
curve of E.M.F. deviates from true sine wave.
We would find then, that the voltage messured at the
terminals of our alternator, assuming a sine wave, would
produce a heating or lighting effect equivalent to 70.74
of that which would result from the maxirawn value.
Gince the virtual, or "effective" value of the E.M.F.
at the terminals of the generator is 70. 7p of the maximum
value, and as it has been shovm "^y the ratio of the mean
square value to the average value, that the former is 1.11
tines the latter, and since the latter corresponds to the
value of an unvarying direct current, it is obvious that v/e
must introduce this multiplier, or form factor, in the fund-
amental electromotive-force formula in order to make it
1 Beilell Crehore, Alternating Current'^, p. 36. 1893.
2 Roessler,. London Electrician, Ncv.?^4, 1895.
Bedell, The Principle of the Transformer, Chap. 15,1396.
Fleming, Ibid, January?" 10, 1896,
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applicable tc alternatinc cuTrent worl^ing. Further than
this, since there ?.re four changes in the electrcriotive-
lorce in one complete c3'"cle( in the case of revolving anr.a-
ture or field machines ), that is, from zero to positive
naxiniLT^:, and from positive maximum to zero, then from zero
to negative maximum, and from negative maxinur:. to zero
again, we must multipl3'' the above constant by 4, giving
4.44, Which is the'^^efficient represented by K in the formu-
la for E.M.F.-'-. It must be remembered, however, that this
particular value is true only for a si?ie wave As
stated above, one of the quantities involved in this coef-
ficient, namely, the form factor 1.11, will vary with dif-
ferent machinv^s, depending as has been found, on the relation
of the pole-pitch to the width between pole tips.
It is the difficulty of giving tc K its proper value
in all cases of alternator design, v;hich maXes it possible
for our calculations to be in arror.
As a perfectly general expression for E.M.F. in volts,
we may v/rite
E = K.T.(|).fv>/. 10*
where |) = useful flux per pole
(\i = frequency
T = turns in series between collecting points, sim-
uSitanecusl^/- interlinl-ied v/ith (|) lines.
It now remains to determine V7hat differences obtain
'in the application of this fcri-iula to inductor machines.
1 Kapp, Electrical Trajism.ission of Energy (4) p.?15.
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In such machines, where all the II poles are on one
side of the armature, and all the C poles on the other,
and thus do not alternate first N and then C, it is evi-
dent that the magnetic flux simply pulsates in one f^i-irection;
In other words, due to the revolving of the inductor past
the laminated armature poles, the magnetic flux threading
through the normal magnetic circuit, is alternately de-
creased and increased, fluctuating from zero to maximum
and maximum to zero, and does not change sign, or 'reverse'
as it is commonly expressed. Therefore, the E.M.?. gener-
ated c^n only be one-half as great as it would in case
the flux did change sign, and consequently, in the inductor
type of alternator, either the armature Tvinding or the m.agnet-
ic flux must be doubled to obtain the spme E.M.F. as would
result in the revolving amature m^^ohine. It is also es-
sential in the design of the inductor machine to have a
higher density in some parts of the magnetic circuit, and
a shorter air gap, the latter in order to reduce the mag-
netic lealvage as far as possible.
In this particular t3^pe of machine here designed, it
has been foujid b:^ experiment that the form factor of the
curve of ?].M.F'. is approximately unit]'-. In these calcula-
tions it is assumed to be unit3^. Consequently, since there
are only two changes in cur magnetic induction, the value of
K becomes
The question of the doubling of the flux may be locked
-1-
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at in another vny. por example, let us talie the case of
a clirect cUTrent, bi-polar d3niaino, having a drw. amature-
Let C - numb^T of condnctors on anr.ature,
c/s = nunbsr of turns
,
c/4 = conductors in series betv;een brushes,
^ = useful flux per pole-
Now in one revclution of the armature, the changes cf in-
duction in a coil will equal 4(1), one change occurring every
90 degrees. From our fundamental lau v/e knov; that the
electronotive-force depends on the rate cf change of flux,
hence in one revolution
e.m.f. = 4()) / tine of one revolution (O.G.f:;.)
or e.m.f. = c/4. 4<^ / time of one revclution.
If the armature m.alces n revolution*? per minute, then,
1 revolution = l/n,
and expressing the electrcmctive-fcrce in volts, we have
E.M.P. = 0.()).n / 10*
Now in this inductor machine t"ne armature conductors
are arranged, one-half on each row of armature poles, i.e.
one-half of the conductors are in series, and we may write
E.M.F. ^ C/^. 4j).n / 10^
= G. 2^,11 / 10^
,
which shows that the flux must be doubled in order to give
t-he same electrcmctlve-force
.
With these points in mind, we may apply the general
formula to inductor design. Knowing beforehand, howp'V^^r,
as in all cases, the desired cu.tput, the voltage, and the
li frl wo
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frequenc:" at v/hich the machine is to run.
As has been pcintsd cut e^'.rlier, the E.M.P. induced
in the armature of a dimaiTiC results from the change in
the magnetic flur passln.p: through and interlinked by the
armature coils. Or more corr=iCtly spealcing, the E.M.P.
is due to the changing induction produced by the result-
ant M.M.P. (magnetomotive-force) of the field and amiature.
On open circuit, the armature M.M.?., is, of course, sc3ro,
and the Ei.M.P. results, indirectly, from the M. ].!.?. of the
field ceils alone. Mr Steinmetz sugg'-ists,^ that an ex-
ception to this state of affairs, may taXo place in those
t^npes of alternators where the laagnetic reluctance of the
armature is different in different directi 0:1??, However,
this can generally be neglected.
The relative position of the M.M.P. of the armature,
with respect to the field M.M.5^., depends on the phase
relations of the E.M.p. and current. If there is no
displacement between the two, the current iirill reach itn
maxim.uin value at the s&me mcrient as the E.M.P. In such a
case the armature current does not tend to magnetize or
demagnetize the field, but merel]'- to distort it. As a
l§ig of the current behind the E.M.P. is due to the induct-
ance of the armature, the condition of no displacement
can only exist where negative reactance (i.e. capacity), is
present in the exte-^r-nal circuit.
1 c .P . nteinr-ietK, A .0 .Phoncnona, p.P34,et nen.
1 Mil lf)#TFI>T llliW
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As Mr. SteiiimetE in'licates, if the current lags due
to inductance, it reaches a maximum value later th-'m the
S.M.P., or, in other wcrds, it does not reach a mfxxxrmm
value until the armature pole has mov-^d partly under the
follov;ing field pcle. Therefore, since the current in the
armature is flowing in an opposite direction to that in the
following field pole, an arriature demagnetizing effect
will result. If, on the other hand, the arr!iature current
leads, i.e., reaches ?. maximum value when the arm-ature
coil Is partly under the proceding-field pole, it tent's to
magneti?;e this fi^5ld pole.
This brings us to the following conclusicns: that
with a leading current, the armature reaction strengthens
the field, and at constant field excitation, increases the
voltage; conversely, V7ith lagging currents, the field is
weakened, and the voltage decreases. The opposite condi-
tion obtains, of course, in a siTichronous motor.
The E.M.F. generated in an alternator, due to the chang-
ing of the resultant m.agnetic flux of the field and arma-
ture, is not the voltage measured at the terminals of the
machine. Since there is a counter lil.M.F. of self-induction
in all alternators, and also an }i].M..P. representing the en-
erg]'' lost in the resistance of the arraature, the terrMLnal
voltage must be the resultant ( i.e. vector su::. ), of these
tv/o E . M . p ' R
.
SteiTimetz distinguishes betv/een arriature reaction and
armature self-inductance. Assuming the reactance of the
iifc
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armature circuit constant, the H.M.P. of self-inductance
will be 90 degrees behind the arrr.ature current, and rail
combine iTith the induced JC.M.P. in the proper phase rela-
tion. That is to B2.Y, if the armature current lags the
count -r," P.M. P. of self-induction will be more than 90 de-
grees behind the induced E.M.P., opposing it to a certain
extent, and consequentliA reducing the voltage at the tonn-
inals of the machine.
With a leading current in the arr^ature, the P.M. P. of
self-induction v;ill be less than 90 degrees behind the induc-
ed S.M.P., so that it will be acting partly'- with the latter,
thereby increasing the terrain^-^l ^.M.'''. As Steinmetz puts
it, "the P.M. p. of self-inductance increases the terminal
voltage with a leading, and decreases it i.'ith a lagging
current," acting in a similar manner to the arr-.ature reac-
tion.
Por this reason both actions n^Y '^>*^ combined in one.
f!
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which F^teiiiraetz has designated &s the "synohronoug reactance"
of the alternator. This synchronous r-sactance, scnetimes,
is not constant, but pulsates, due tc the reluctance of the
armature and rield circuit synchronously varying.
It will be seen in the calculations to follow, that
the counter E.M.P. of self-induction of the amature, is
comparativel:^ low, as well as the dema;^netizin£: effect;
in other words, the synchronous reactance is low, and vvath
a non-inductive load, the raachine should regulate for a
constant terminal voltage,
PREDETERMINATION OP IJIDUCTIV^^ DROP. Before going
further, this question of the predetermination of the in-
ductive drop of alternators, deserves sone attention.
Among there v/hc have investigated the matter, Mr.B.A.
Behrend-^ offers an interesting ^^ethcd of procedure. He
proposes tc attack the problem in somewhat the following
manner: first, to predetermine the static characteristic
of the alternator; secondly, to discuss ( from aji experiment
al point of view) the methods by v/hich the d.-mamic charac-
teristic can be determined; and lastly, tc find out what
influence the frequenc3'', the pcle-ixttch, and air gap, has
on the drop.
The tern, "static characteristic", is one suggested by
Mr. Kapp . In general, b]'" a" characteristic curve^' is
1 nee p. 33.
P G. Kapp, Electrical Trans, cf Energy (4), p. 135, et seq.
J r^.l 00 a'j
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neant a graphical illustration of the r^i^.tion 'oetvi^en any
twdvariahles, involved in the worXinir or a mac3iine, provided,
all ether quantities! are Viept con'^tant. For exarjjle,
at constant excitation and constant speed, the current can
be repre!5ented an a rancticn of the external ref!;istano3
.
If the field ria^nets of a machine are separately excited,
the characteristic curves of magnetization, give the total
magnetic flux through the arr-;ature. V/ith the field of a
machine separate 13'' excited, and no current flowing through
the armature, the voltage at tjie terminals will be "^xactl^r
the sam.e as that generated. On the other hand, if a current
is illowed to flow, the at the brushes may be
greater or less than that generated, depending on whether
the Tf.achine ipi used as a motor or dynamo. Thus, according
to Mr. Kapp, there are three conditions of wcrl'-ing, viz.,
(a) No current in the armature.
(b) A current in the armature.
(c) Motor current passing through the anr.a-
ture
.
The first condition may be realirred by opening the arma-
ture circuit, or by providing an opposing S.M.?., which will
oust balance the generated E.M.^., and thus prevent any
current from flowing. Fluch a condition ma3'' be said to
represent a static oal-ince between the armature and the cp-
pceing E.K.F. Kr. Kapp suggests the name of " static char-
acteristic" for an3'' characteristic curve, v/hich represents
tills condition of worliing. If the opposing E.M.F. be
f • •
reduced sufficiently to allow a current to flow, then tlie
Gtatic iDalance is destroyed, and a diTiaiiiic condition results.
A characteristic curve representing such a condition, has
been called a " dynaiiic characteristic". A^ain, if the op-
posing Jil.M,?. be increased to such an extent that a current
is foroed through the armature, then the machine acts as
a motor, and such a ccnditicn of working is expressed by
a^motcr characteristic".
In his discussion of the factors which are necessary
to detennine the static characteristic, Mr. Behrend. naXes
some remarks with particular refer'jnce to inductor machines.
He claims, that elec lyrically, the inductor machine is infe-
rior to the ordinary form of alternator, on account of the
leaka^^e between the two adj<^ining armature pole-horn^-;
and that, mechanically, the machine has a disadvantage in
that the high induction in the air gap causes an " irxiense
cne-sid3d magnetic stress", requiring, therefore, a larger
shaft th-m in tiie revolving armature typ-^. However true
this (Ti^Y be for certain :naGhin3s, it does not appear to
apply to all cla<:;ses of inductor alternators, for if tlie
rotcr has six or eight poles '^>'mmetricall3'" placed., the mag-
netic stresses riust certainl'y be neutralized.
After describing some experiments performed with an
inductor machine, Mr. Behrend concludes that the leakage in
this tyve of • alternator, varies from to 4f/j, He finds
that both the leakage and the pole-pitch influence the
t« • -
•
static characteristic; the lea):ase itself depending on the
ratio of the air gap to v/idth of oI^b, and al^so on the ah-
solutf^ value of the pitch of the pcleB. It is further point-
ed cut, that th'3 leakage inducep* a counter electronctive-
force in the arraature ceils.
Tests v;ere made of tv;o inductor generators, one run-
ning at 500 r.p.r.
., and developing a three phase current
at a frequency of 50; the other machine was of the same
tyj)^, ^"^t ran at ??50 r.p.m., and generated a three phase
current at the s-^me frequenc]^. In the firf:t case, the ari".-
ature pcle-pitch was equal to the width of the pcles, viz.,
27.6 c.n. In the second machine, the rcl^^^-uitch was aqual
to 13.8 cm. If the leakage in both cases had been the sam
the two characteristics ought to have coincided, but as the
experiment sho\7ed, there was a drop of about 35 volts in
the second irachine, the field excitation being 35 amperes
in both cafees
.
Thus it beocmes apparent that the proper wcrXing of the
machine, is greatly influenced hy the lealca:;e, which nay be
greater or less according to the armature pcle-pitch; in
other words, " the experiments in re5:ard to the static
characteristic, impress upon us the importance of a great
pole-pitch, if we desirs to Xeep the leakage within reason-
able bounds .
"
The determination of the d^mamlc characteristic of
alternators is more difficult, as may be inferretl, when it
tiirm
Lilly, ^^on
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is ccnsidered that such a characteri-^tio repri-Bsents a condi-
tion which obt'iirivS whon a.n alternator is r.upplying current
to the line, v/ith, perhapfs, an inductive load.
Dr. Beh'^-^gchenberg^ was the fir-st one to offer a so-
lution for this difficult!^ attending alternator design, b:^
the use of the slior t-circuit characteristic, i3i 1895.
Though the method is open to criticism, still it h-s proved
valuable for detennining the drop in alternators, v;hen t}ie
latter are considered as transformers. The principle ers-
2
ployed by Kapp for finding the voltage drop in tr^^nsforners,
is the one used in the above method
.
The maxinurn drop v;ill occur in alternators v/hen the
current lags behind the D.Fi. ?. 90 degrees, end for a power
factor belO¥/ 0.6, it has been foujid. that tlie djrop is almost
equal to the drop caused a wattlees currant. Hence, as
Behrend s^-iys, we may then study what influence wattless
currents have on the drop. 33/ using the wattless currents
for such investigations, the drop due to ohjTdc resistance
of the amature, it is clained, nay be neglected.
In determining what the d:manlc curve will be, Behrend
malces use of the static and short-circuit characteristics.
He assujnes that the armature leal:age and armature reaction,
within the alternator, have the same effect as ^11 induction
coil placed outside the machine, snd then the E.M.P, necess-
1 L 'Industrie Ulectrique, Paris, Aug. 25,18 ;5.
2 G.Kapp, Transformers for Single and Multiphase Currents.

ary to cvercone tiie reaction of the induction coil, must
be in quadrature with the current; then when talie a v/att
less ouri-ent from the alternator, the E.M.P. cf <5elf-in-
duction is exactly opposite in phase to tlie impressed
E.M.F. In order to get a point on the dynojiic curve, it is
onl3'' necessari^ to subtract the 3,li,F, consuned in the in-
duction ceil, frcm the impressed J^.M.P. of the seiierator.
Pividing an ordinate of the static characteristic by the
short-circuit ciirrent belonf:;in2 to that excitation, gives
the reactr'uice c± the induction coil. This quotient hss
baen terrr.ed the apparent reactance of the armature, since
it was assumed at the start, that the effect of arraature
lea}vac;e and reaction, was er-uivalent to the reactance of
the induction coil. This reactance has been called b^''
Steinmetz, the "synchronous reactance", as '"i.lread3'" noted.
In his experiments on an inductor alternator of 500
H.P., running at a speed of 40G r.p.n., giving 2000 volts
between the lines, at a frequency of 54 cycles per -second,
Mr, Behrend calculates the drop ae follov/s: As the gener-
ator was running under a light inductive load of 96 am-
peres, the current was part.iall]'" in quadrature vath the ter
ininal voltage. Assuming that the drop, for low saturations
is proportional to the current causing it, Ilr, Behrond
determines points on the dynamic curve by multiplying
the observed drop (the voltage on open circuit) by the r^.ti
96 divided b3' the observed current. In this ca;^e, the gen-
, sLH
oratcr produced, cn opsn oir'ouit, a vcltn.26 of ^760, \7itli
a field, excitation of Q2 amperes. Tiie short circuit cur-
rent v;as 920 nnvevpsB. Then the apparent reactejice of the
Sensrator for this excitation, is enual to
2760 / 920 =5.00 ohms ,
and the inductive drop for a current of 96 oni.ereB, is equal
to P760 X 9G / 9;?0 2SB vclts.
Therefore ?760 - S83 ^ ?47p,
is the voltage at the terrainals of the machine .( .^ee curve
sheet ) In this manner a table was cons true t-^d giving' a
number of points cn the d3rnamic curve, rieveral examples
are given, of different tests, v;hich i:rcvv^d in one instance,
at least, that the calculated drop cUd net var^'' more than
a fev/ percent from that actually observed.
Thus, it is evident that if the short-circuit char-
acteristic of an* alternator cpjti be predetermined accurately,
so as to take all important factors into account, such as
leakage of field, armature reaction, etc., we ?:culd then
have a simple method f^r calculating the dimensions of a
machine
.
Mr. Bdiirend concludes his discussioii with reference
to experiments made with various machines, having in view
the means of determining the short-circuit characteristic
in general. He also considers the effect of frequ'^ncy,
pole-pitch, etc., more fully.
In the article referred to on page S3, regarding the
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influence of inductive drop on the design of alternn-tcTB,
Pisher-Hinnen elaborates the metlicd iTevicuf^l^' set forth
"by Behn-T]schenberg.
He starts his cliscussicn by considering an alternator
on short-circuit. Ne^.l'^ctins leakage, the denagnetizing
force of the arraature, is equal and opposite, to the ir.agnet
izing fc^r'ce of the field nagnets. With this point in nind
Fisher-Hinnen suggests, that, without emplciring the coef-
ficient of self-induction, an equation may be established
between the ampere-turns and field nagnets. He then goes
on to 2ry that the calculat'=^d results, and those obtained
by experiment, agree sufficiently well, if the difference
of pha-e is about 90 degrees, but when the phase difference
is much less, the results ma^'" var:^ ^>ofo or 404,
Prom tiiese remarlcs, and v;hat has already been referred
to in connection' with Mr,Behrend's discussion of the sub-
ject, it seems evident that thus far no fcrTr.ulri has been
devised v/hich will accurately predeterr-ine the inductive
drop of alternators under all conditions. Indeed, it is
hardly to be expected that such could be lone, for, in al-
most all cases, what the exact nature of the load on the
machine villi be, cannot be definitely deteriiined, Jnless
th© machine is specifically designed for a certain i)Ower
factor, and this power factor dees net change, the results
obtained from'tlie ai^plication of such formulae as has been
suggested by various ivriters, will not coincide vath tlie
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actual results obtained unrler ccn^itionB of n^^Tvioe.
In calculatjjic "the f-?.!! c.f potenti-^I in a certain
alternator, of known output, Fisher-Hinner. '^ays, " Lat us
assvir.e the po^ver factor, wMch it is very inpcrtant to knew
in advance. Usually its accurate dete"'"riination i«3 difficult;
the tendency'' is, generall^r, in the case of dynamos for light-
inc, tc assign to the power factor, a value smaller than it
reall3'' has Cap.es a: e knovo
where the average power factor, during PA hours, did not
exceed 0.5."
In the course of this paper, ^isher-Hinnen develops
a num-ber of formulae, bas^.d of course, on certain assvjip-
tions made at the start; and he also gives several tables
to be used \vith tho equations, for determining the o.ir.en-
sions of the r.aohi?ie. Though the discussion is somewhat
mathematical, still it is very interesting, as referring
to this V'^ry impcrtajit "Question of the predetermination
of the inductive drop in alternators, and its inf luance
on the desic:n.
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It rr.ay bs v/ell, at this "ocint, tc soe what sciie of the
lo^ees"^' are in alternator::.
COPPSK LOGH. In the follovrLnc table are given percentagen
indicating the armature an^' field copper losses in various
sizes of alternators:
lo-Watts Per cent in
Armature
Per cent in
Fields
oO 2.4 2 ,3
35 2.3 2.0
40 ".25 2.4
50 2.2 2.2
60 2.15 2.0
75 2.1 1 .3
100 2.0 1.7
150 1.9 1.6
200 1.9 l.B
It is claimed that in the otaniley 40 and 180 ]C.;7. alterna-
tor, the loss in the field is 1.2 and 0,7 per cent repipect-
lvel3^, a.nd 1.2 and 2 per cent for the arr:atures respective-
ly, while in the Morde'y 75 K.W. inductor machine the field
and armature loss is 1.5 and 2.3^ respectiv'='ly . The cal-
culated less in armature and field, for this design, is
given in the succeeding pages.
1 L.C .J'-ckson, A.C. A.C.Mach'y, Vol .2 .t. .?P1,1897 .
w
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EDDY CURRENT LOCCES. Since eldy currents roquir3,in
order to circulate, planes at right an^lef? to th^ riirection
of tlie magnetic lines or flux, in all noriern al term?, tor
design the poles are laninated, in nome smaller ir^achinee
the whole field is made up of laminae. JHC>:scn Btates''"
that since the \v ^itin-z in the core discs caused b^^ eddy
currents, varies 'x': the square of the nun>)?r of cycl<^s
per second, it is important that the discs be v/ell insulated
from one another, and suggests that tissue pap<^r be used
for this purpose. This is probably dene in scrae amature
cores, but the practice seems to be in certain maXes of al-
ternators, to rely entirely on the iron -'Xide, \vhich has
been done in this design.
rIYnTERESIf] LOSSES. Since the loss due tc hysteresis
in iron is proportional tc the frenuenc^^ and also varies as
3 to 1.6 power, Fiome of the high densities employed in the
calculation of this altei-natcr, may seem at first glance
to indicate rather high iron loss, but as the-^i© densities
are disposed throughout the magnetic circuit, previous ex-
periments have shown that the heating is within reasonable
liiiits
.
Two ways are open for decreasing the effect of hystere-
sis per cycle and per unit volurie^, viz.
1. By reducing the magnetic flux,
J}y using a better nuality of iron.
1 D.c. Jackson, A.C.Mach*y. Vol.. r r» 2P1 is.c'i
2 D.c.TaOcscn; aIH: ^ L6\ nac-^'y^ ^er.^5p-l:^?.4;i897
.
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The amature ycY^e{ corresponding tc the cere o.f tiie -^.rriature
in the rf='VOlvins armature machine) in this p^pecific design
beins racst cheapl:^ and ccnveniently constructed of ca^jt
iron, would without doubt give ri<3e tc a conf?ii'!er;ible iron
less if a£ high s density as will be employed in the poles,
'3houid b^ used in it, a7id therefore the den'^ity is reduced
about .?0;/o, v/hich has been found to be satisfactory. This
necessarily means an increase in cross section for the sarae
iron, but the increase in this capie is net excessive.
The higher densities used in the poles vail be referred to
later.
I.^AKAGS. The amount of leakage in most t^q es of alte*'^-
natcrs v/ith pole amaturas is obviously larg'^r than in nul-
ti tooth armatures, ajid particularl:' so if the densiti?- in
the poles is high. In r.iachines of the Morde^^ type where
the poles on one side of the armature are all of the sr^me
polarity, and where no iron whatever is used in the arma-
ture, the leaka£'e is nil; that is to s^vy, all the flux cre-
ated in the field threads through tl^e amature coils. In
this design it has seemed advisable, in order to decrease
the mr.gnetic reluctance, to stamp the armature laminae
as indicated in the plate--, leaving a tongue between the
poles, which was fori-.erly cut out in older designs of this
tirpe cf machine, and its place filled by a wooden wedge.
This decreasing of the re3.uctance, hcwf^ver, tends tc increase
the lea':age, esp<=cially since the flux used in the inductor

rield poles is liisn. If, as in Hordey's machine, no iron
has been used in the an:iatur©, nc le^KR^e would, result,
since tiie relation of V1.3 field p'jles is tiie sai.ae in both
cases
.
ARMATURE RADIATIHG 3lIR7AO}51. It haq been sugS'^s ted-*- that
the question cf proper codilinc surface of copper v^indings
is after all the "principle governing factor of the actual
size of the carcass cf ^ny machine, without doubt this ±3
one of the factors v/hich iiifluences the size. The general
rule seens to be in practice to allow an average of fron
1.5 to 2 square inches on the outside cf the iTinding for
the dissipation of one watt of c'^R loss. In this design
about 1.5 inches have been allowed, in the fi.mature,
For the field vTindings the amount of r«riJ.ating surface
me.y b© as high -^s two or three square inches per watt
lest in heat
.
ARMATURE VTiTilTIL-ATI ON . The higher frequencies us--->d in
alternators give rise, of course, to greater iron less
thaji in E.c. r achines, ^nd together with the fcucault
current losses, ma'Kes it necessary to provide for proper
ventilation. The fact that the arr^ature coils are station
ary in the inductor type, has been suggested as a disad-
vgjitage'^', sine© «s is claimed, the coils necessarily Keep
much cooler when rotating. Hcv/ever true this may be, there
1 London Clec. Aug. 18,25, Sept.l, 13. ;9,
2 London Slec. Aug. i3,f^5, ^ept.1,18 '9,

is certainly a fannins action of the T-'ii)X(lly r'^volvinc: in-
ductor and Its pro ejecting poles. The real effect of the
velocity of rotaicn of the fiTmatVLvs, upon cooling, was made
the suoject of a paper by A.H. ^: C.Jil. TirU'ierman, oome years
aco"^. Elaborate experiraentg vjere perf "^Tie'., and a^^ong other
the following conclusion w.s dravm: tliat, as the peri-
pheral velocity increases the nn^unt of heat liberated j^er
degree rise in ter.perature, is increased, but the rate cf
increase beccFies lenr rath high>=^r speeds. Other ejper-
iinents have been cade, v/liich also go to shew that the cod-
ing effect is approximately proportional to the V'^locity
of rotalion. As compared to Jj.c. nachines, 'iltern-^.ting
current armatures on account of their high jjeripheral veloc-
ities, cause a greater cooling effect. In the design of
this inductor machine, the pr;rirheral veicoity of the in-
ductor is figured at something ever 6000 feet per minute.
Though the armature itsHii is stationar3'-, an crportunity is
afforded for the v-irculation of eir currents due to the rap-
idly revolving inductor, by placing air ducts in the yoke
of tha armature its-ilf.
The nature of the field nagnat coil and its position
in macMnes similar to the Hcyal and ntanley, has also
brought out adverre criticism concerning the ventilnting
properties cf such alternato'-^s . With proper designing of
1 A.H. C .E.Tirar:erman, Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol.10, p.f>36,189o
P. T^lectrical -Torld Vol .19,p ..?3G
.
D.C. Jackson, Vcl.l,p.lO;J.
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the fiel^i bob^inpj, lio\7«v--^r, tMB dirficiUty osn be obviated
aiid tlis Gt"itra-:!.ft:at :n.s be^n nad'^"^, tliat in practice the cool-
ing is better if anything, than in machines cf the revo.lvine;
field t^a^e.
R^^GIILATION. The tem "inherent reir^^lHtion" in now
2e?'ier illy accepted as nO'^^ninE; the percentage rise of the
vclta^ie of an alter-n^.tcr, ulien full non-inductive load is
throvm off, the s^n'^rator speed and field excitation r^-
maining constant/
In machines \7ith unitccth annatures, the regul'^.ticn
cannot be as good as in the ca«e cf these vfith raultiteeth
armatures, because, as we liave already seen, the self-in-
duction varies as the square cf the number of turiis, and in
the former t^^je the turns per coil are always g'^'eater. It
is possible, however, to remedy tliis effect of inductance
to a considerabl'3 extent, even in machines with p'l? arma-
tures, in either -r\e of three ways:
1. By using more copper in the construction.
2. By s. sacrifice cf efficiency.
3. By using a high magnetic density in the iron.
JacV-scn states that self-regulation of alte-^nators is mere
largely used in this country than external automatic regu-
lation. The former Txethcd is gener^Tl]/" effected by com-
pounding. A predetermination cf the number of series
turns to be used on runy rriven altornatcr, is not ea*^:il3'" made,
1 London Fl^c. AU£, . 18, ?5, r;ei't .1,139
,
p. Oudin, ntandard Pcl^Thase Ap::'':.ratup " CysterLS,p.42,ia99.
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and even if it iTcre, the ocmpoundinc' th?^.t c^ve ^^ccd regu-
laticn cn li£;htinc' IcartP, v;ould fnll. on an indr.ctive lead-
Induntcr alternatoi-B built tcday ar''? primaril^^ intended Icr
llG^itinr loadR, and in two cs.b'^^, that of the Pcyal and r.tanle
isacliineB, nc cor.pcunding is used -A -ill. If a :,e7iera-
tor is coF.i runded to cive a constant terninal E.M.P,, this
does net insure good r-rgulaticn as far as the load itself
is concevnefl, because the ^^.K.F. v/ill have to be increased
or decrease'', as the load increases or decreases on account
of line losses. On the ether hand, if the nachine is ccr.-
pcunded to give a constant potential at the end of the line,
this compounfUng will cnl3'- be correct for a c;iven power fac-
tor. As the load cn the nachine increases rr decreases,
due perhaps, to a greater or less number cf induction nctnrs,
being thrcv.Ti cn, the icwer factor v/ill change.
No compounding is used in this design, the regulation
which is secured being obtained by neans of the principle
referred to above, of using a high density in the iron.
KanV.ln Ken-'edy, in a paper on " New Alternating Dynancs"
writes, " Complet'^f self-rigul-'^.tion of A.O. d^majr.os is alKCst
obtained by const7."ucting the machine v/ith a very pow^r:-iil
fiel'i, and a v/eaX armature," The sajie idea was suggested tc
the author in his conversation with 'r.Gutrian concerning reg-
ul'^tion of alternators.
1. T.ondcn Electrical P.eview, Vcl.^:^, p. 618, 183^.
• *
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nince inductcr machines are genoT-^lly designed for
lichtins loadB, the question of regulation on inc!uctive loac's,
dees not have such pj\ ir.portant hearing. The aoov3 ex])lan-
aticn acrcuntr icr the hi^h den=;itiep used in the an'ature
tmd inductcr } rir;B of this deBicn.

chapter V.
DSrJiGK OF A 40 K INUUCTOH G^LRH^TOR.
The vcltaoe desiTed at the teminale cf tliis r.achine
is HOC vcltft, and tlie rrequency to used is 133 cycl-^s
per second, cr 16000 alternations per minute . T^lie alter-
nations divided b:'" the revolutions per minute gives the
number of pcle*^, sncl thus
16,000 / 1333 = 12,
the exact niJimher of poles ( on each side of the ar lature ) .
The great difficulty in alternator ii9s-i!];n lien in the
fact that there are several variables, all of which cannot
at first be determined. It is necessary then to make some
assumptions to start r:ith and correct later on for an:*" er-
rors vThich nay rer^ult from such a procedure. The point,
perhaps, of ^roatest value in this pa-ticular design is the
opportunity the author had in obtaining factory constant
-
and i^xperimental data of machines which have b^en actually
constructed, and hence the assumptions which are m.ade are
at^nded v;ith some degree of cert int:' as to their cor":'ect-
ness
.
Before we can appl!'" orr formula, we mu'^.t cf course,
not onl3'" Xnov; t"ne value cf K, which T,dLll var^'" for every
different t^Tpe cf m.pchine, but it is also necess^^ry to Know
tlie vf<lue of T befc"^^ we cf-n dete'Tilne (). '^rcm expeTi'=»nce
in previous designs and constructions cf tiiis tn^e cf machine,
the value of ¥~ hns been found to be appro xiF:ately P, and
1 noe Chapter IV, p. 44.
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t'ni!=5 i<5 the value whicli v/ill "be Ufsed :ln t'ne formula.
It has also been elicrm, that icr this sis^ of machine,
forty turn?^ per pcle are re'^ulre.-^. on the armature ~ .
For a preliminar:^ calculaticn, aBB"ur.lns non-inductive
load, add about lOf^ tc the te?7aj-nal voltage desired, tc
cover loss due to inductancs and CJi drop in amaturf^^,
making approximate!:' 120C volte, \vhich is the value of E
to be substituted in cur fcrmula,
E ^ K . T J . fvJ / 10*
where K = coefficient as indicated abov^,
T " number turns in series between coll'^ctino points,
sim.ultaneousli'" intorlinlied viitli \ lines,
(() = us-iful flux per pcle,
ro frequency.
But, for inductor macliines |) must be doubled, therefore,
2(f =^ E.IO*/ K.T.y'.
and substituting
(j) ^ 1200 X 10^/ 2 X PAO y- 133 x P
,
where PAO is tlie value of T, IP coils of 40 turns each be-
ing connected in series, but cn.ly 6 cf these are at one time
interlinked with ^ lines.
Then ((! = 939, 849^ v/hich is the flux through any one of
the six inv/ardly projecting armature poles active at one
time, the value cf the frenuenci'- in cur formula being the
1 Note Thompson's method cf getting at the value of
T and (f) in his design of D.C. m.acliin^s.
S . T . Thomp son
,
LynrjTxO-El e c tri c Machinery ( ^3 ) Vc 1 . 1 , p . 339
et sen.
i
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product cf the n'urr.ber of r'-'^vcliJ ticnn per r--eccn<i. and the num-
ber of i:airB cf pc lcsC the latter equ.nls 6.)' Corresponding
1
then to the num^jer cf pairs of pole?; active at one tine,
are six magnetic circuits, and hence the total flux in
the aTnature to be supplied by the field is
6 X 939, 849 5, 67>9,094 lines.
Experience hae ehorm that- a leakage coefficient of
about 1.4 should be used, therefore the flux neceep"*ry
in each of the six inductor( field ) poles will b-^
(p =1.4 X 9o9,849 = 1,315,738 lines.
New assujT-lng a density (^) of. 87,500 lines per snuare
inch in the armature poles, we have
939,84:- / 87,500 --^ 10.74 inches
as net cross-secticn cf cne I 'le. Allov7ing about 8;') for
oxide insulation bstv/e^n laninae, giv^^s 11,69 inches as
gross crcsB-pection . Likewise, tailing a density'- of IC^jOiO
lines per square inch in the inductor (field) poles, tha net
cross-secticn is
l,ol5,738 / 100,000 ir'.77 squ'^.re inches.
Adding 8;s for insulation gives 13.78 square inches, gross.
Before proceeding further v;e \?ill deterrJLne what the
1 In fclicking through this desigr, this point must be
borne in nind: that the two sides of the machine are ex-
actly alilie, the relative positi ns of the inductor poles
and arr^^ature poles being the same. Hi: ice this is true
no inconsistency arises in thinking of one side cnl3',
as the magnetic flux passes from on^ side to tlie other,
parrriiel to the shaft, and the flux relations are the seir.e
in both sets cf poles.

true inductive and CR (Tt»op in Vne »vr'.ri_tuve is, pnd eorr'^ict
if necessary, the assui.ption r.BAe cn tj.^"^ . In order to do
this, first, tho dinip.eter cf the ^mature polar i^cr-? iri-ust
be round, and then, the approximate peripheral width of the
polef5,i.e., the laminated ceres. Knowing the peripheral
width r.nd area, and therefore the length parallel to t'le
shai't, cf the core, the approxiraate size cf the arr.".ature
coil np.y he determined and then the CR and inductance lost
in each coil. To find the diameter cf the polar bcre, the
dlaneter of the inductor must be fouLnd. Jackson gives'^
as a safe peripheral velocity for the revolving arnature
alternator, 8000 fe-^t per minute. This, or even a slightly
higher velocity, r.ay be safely assumed for the in'luctor type,
since there is no moving Tvire . fhe angular velocity, V,
in feet loer second, is given b^'" the equation
v; - PTTr.n,
where r is the radius in feet and n the revolutions per min -
ute
.
Hence r - w / gir.n
^- 6000 / 6.??8 X 1333
= 0.716 feet.
TMs malies the diejreter of the Inductor 17.18 inches;
call it 13 inches. Allowing 1/8 inches for a single air
gap, th-^ diTTieter of the ar^.ature polar bore becomes
18..?5 inches,
ajid from th4s the total circumferential length is
57. SI inches.
1 L.C.Jackson, A.C. Z". A.C. Machinery, vol. 2, p. 239(1897 )
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Now since there Rre tc be 12 poles, the circijrnferential
length rlivideu oy ir e'iVHss 4.7r; inches a<? the length along
this pol.'r'.r bore between the radii r>0 degrees apart, or the
distance marked "a" in the follov/ing '^letoh.
nince the de'^ired output cf the nachine is 40 K.v7. at
1100 vcltp. , with unity power factor, the current i^ .^'1.4 aja-
pe""9S. Alloiving 10)j for overload the maximun current output
becoF.^Js 40 ar.p^eres. The two sets of arr-.ati;Te coils are to
be connected in pgrallel, and hence the size of wire r-enuired
nust be great enough tc snfel3^ c^rr^'" 20 anper'^s. The cir-
cular r.ils per ^nrere is generally given as var^'-ing free 300
tc 6CC. If we take 500 as being a reasonable average, v/e
have at once the size of wire for the armature ceils, viz.,
20 X 500 = 10,000 c.F:,,
which is approximately'- a #10 wire, B. ^- S. guage.
In this d'slgn the coils are tc be vround on a "fcrrier",
making them 4- wires wide and 10 deep, or 40 turns per coil.
The diametf^r of T.C.O. f/'lO v/iro is 0,116 inches, hence, the
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tctal iTidth cf ccppnr per 'aalf coil, Ib f-^ouni tc 0,404
inchef?, and the flepth cf ocpper is equal to l.io inches
,
The tctal thic:'':ness of insulatirn ucerl in spirally
wrapping the formed coil, ( for 1100 vcltf- ) is 0.170 inches,
nafle up as follcv;s.
4 thic;^:ne sp.es ( 2 layers) cotton tape 0,10"
P. thicknesses oilcloth * 0.07"
Total 0.17"
Besides this, a leatheroid trough ( two thic'/cnesses ) is used
in practice, being placed in the slot first. It has a total
t}nckne'^>s cf 0.07 inches. Obviousl^r the width of tlie slot
ini;st he e^'Url tc the thickness nr the cri.l pins the tctal
insulation, or ( .4'.j4 .1"] + .01 ) - .'jo'^ inches. The slot
has heen nade appro xinatel^'' 3/4 of an inch 7;ide, \/Mch allcus
for any irregularities in the coil and also space fox driv-
Inc wedges to hold latter in place. !vinilarl3% t?ie d<^pth
cf the slot below the center point of the aiT-.ature pole
face is found to be approximately 1 S/^i inches, allcv/ing,
besideo the actual depth r;f coil over all, f^on ,2 to ,7, cf
an inch as clearance between coil njid pole face.
In the .50 degrees above referred to is included the
peripheral v/idth cf one pole, two slots, and one tcng-ue be-
tween slots, ( Cee plates), enu-ii in all to 4.V6 inches.
Subtracting from this the peripher-il v:idth of Ufc slots
plus that of one tongiae, gives
4.7i'; - ( 1.5 + 0.5 J = P.'/ij inches,
as the peripheral \rt<lth of th'- amature poles. Therefor'e,
the length of the prle parallel to the shaft, is equal tc

7?.
the ar'^a flivided oy this dirxensicn, or
11.69 / P..7G = 4:.2Z inches.
Thus the size cf the larninatd anaature pole is apprcxinately
4 1/4 7i 2 3/4 inches, gross. We may ncv; determine the si2:e
cf the inductor ioles. Knowing the area, and taking the
length parallel to the shaft the nniie as that of the anna-
ture poles, viz., 4. PS inches, v/e have
13.73 / 4.P5 = 3.?4 inches,
aay 3 1/4 inches gross, for the peripheral width of the
inductor pcle.
VOLTS Oil HOF-I}TDTTO?IVE LOAD. Applying the formula for
coefficient cf self-induction,^^- we h'?ve,
Average L ( per ceil) = ^5 x 40^ x 4.S.5 / 10"^= 0.0C017 henrys.
There being 24 coils in a.-!, on the uhole arn'-^ture, 12 cf
which are in series,
L " 12 z' .00017 = .00204 henrys
.
The reactance v/L = Sirn.L, viheve n equals frequency.
Hence Reactance equals 835.66 x ,00S04 = 1.7 o'rims.
The normal current in the 12 series ceils being 18.2 amperes,
the T^.M.i^^. n'-'^cessary to overcome the reactance of the arm-
ature, is given by
= L77I = 1,7 X 18,2 = 30.94 volts.
This is the component in our E.M.F, diagrnra, fcr non-in-
ductive load, at right angles to the teminal voltage.
Adding the v;idth of coil plus insulation to the bread.th
of armature core, and the width cf coil plus insulation
1 See p ."ss .
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plus tiiic":ne^-s of clmnpins rings to the length of ainature
core, sives the clraensicnp; of a mean turn of the armature
ceil, apprcyimately 5 x 3.5 inche??; i.e., ?? total
minimuin length of mean turn of 17 inches, or about 13 inches
allomng for bending at the corners. Then the total length
of wire on one side of the armature ±r..
12 X 40 X 18 = 8,G40 inches,
or, 7P0 feet of /'lO v/ire. The resistance of this wire at
60 de^'reee C, i^r 1000 feet , is I.IG ohras, and therefore
the re -sistance of 720 feot, is
(7?0 / 1000)x 1.16 = 0.835 Ohir.s
.
Hence the drop in the amature due to resist^Jice, equals
18,2 X 0.335 = 15..^ volts.
Having thus detemined the drop due to self-induction
and resistance of the imatur-^, the following relation in
true ( for non-inductive load);
That is, |rTT5^+ 31^= 1115.4 volts,
which ip the voltage that must be generated in the machine
to give 1100 volts at the t^minals on full non-inductive
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load.
Thus, the assia-iption made at the <5tart of about 10^^; drop
in the voltage due to ind\:.ctance and am-.ature Tesistanc-^
is appro ximatel!'" correct. As will be «een, the calculated
voltage on indv.ctlv e load, which is the conr^J-tion that nust
finall^r be considered, is even rrtiil higher (1150 vclts),
so that the maxii:iui;i variation frcr. our assur.pticn {IP.OQ
volts), although about 5f'', is en the safe side.
VOLTAGt; oil IJIDUCTIVE LCAE. AssuTie an average powor
factor of C.8. The E.M.F. necef^sary to overcome the react-
ance of the armature, and the drop due to resistance of enne,
in 31 and lb. 2 volts respectively. ( Dee page '^•^) Trom the
follcwing vector diagr«?n we may obt'^in the impressed vclts
on inductive load, the terminal voltage, required,
being 1100.
F
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OA = 15. .5
where a volts - drop in amature due to resistance,
OB " Lwl = 7)1 vo lts = reactance voltage of arraturf^,
OG ==.f3i^+ 15. r^"^ = 34.5 volts, necessari'' tc cverccne
iripe-^ance of amature,
013 =t 1100 X .8 = 880 volts = terminal E.M.P. x p.f
.
DE =^ }i] X sin ( ocf;'"'.8) ^ HOC x .fi - 660 ( ¥7here cos"'. 8)
56 o 5?^*, and sin ."^e^ E,P^ =^ .6)
OE = 1100 = E.M.f^. required at generator terniinals.
completing the parallelograr
,
knowing OC and OE, we obtain
the vector 0?, which represents the voltage to he generated
in the amature, to give 1100 volts at the luminals, on
an inductive lead, where the p.f. is .8.
Then OF = i{ OA + OD )^ + ( OB + PE )^
= + 880 )^ + ( 31 + GGO
= 1130 volts
This shcv/s, theoretically, that 15 volte more must he gener-
ated in the armature v/hen the machine is supplying current
for on inductive load, with p.f. of 0.8.
DEMAGNETIZING EFFECT OF THE ARMATURE CITRR^IIT. V/ith
a pov/o^r factor of unit-', that is, assuming a non-inductive
load, the ^mgle of lag is given hy
tan V ~ reactance voltage / effective voltage.
( By 'effective* ±p. here meant, the voltage at the terminals)
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In tills cnse, the react^Jice voltage is .'il.O, mvl ilvd ef-
fective voltage, 1100. Therefore
tan e =31.0 / 1100
= .0?313
OT e ^ 1° 37 ^
and hence gin 9 - .02321. IJov; the 3reate?=:t possible value
of the ni:jr:beT of rieTnagnetizin^ aripeTe turns per pcle cn the
armature is
40 X 18 .2 X {J^. =-- 1019
,
The factor \[F being introduced in or''ier to reduce the virtual
value ( (mean^) of the current to its maxiinum value, f^ince
wo vn.sh to dete-Tiine the maximum effect her3.
Therefore the deraagnetising ar'i7)ere turns per pole
required under the above conditions, are
1019 X .0282 = 29
It now remains to detomine the demagnetizing anpere-
turns per pcie on inductive load, with p.f. - 0.8. As
before, the cngle cf lag is given b:-- tan Q - reactance
voltage / effective voltage.
The total reactance voltage cf generator, line, and receiver,
is 660 + 51 = 691 vclts:
Therefore, tan e = G-U / 895 = 0.7720, 895 being the effect-
ive vclt'-'.ge ( i.e. in phase with cu-r^'^nt), r.s shovm by di-
agram .
Then
e 7j7«^ 40 \ and si?-i e ~ o.aiio
10 T*5."a-n
f
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Prom p. ']b , it is S'3eii taat the 2;reptf=»Bt possible value
of the demagnetizing gnpere-tUTn"^ pole on the amature,
is 1019, llence the denasnetizing ampere-turn^ required
on the field for an in^V'^ctivft load v/hcse pcw^ar factor ig
0.8, eoual??
1019 X O.oll - CiP.2
'THO'IGHT IRON COTm . Before procaf^ding irurther it nay
be well to determine the diameter of this part cf the in-
ductor .
It i3 rea?3Cnable to assurae that the flux will spread
out below the inductor pole, and probably in thi?3 partic-
ular part cf the magnetic circuit, cv^-^ a cro?3s-section
at lea<=!t 4 inches v/ide ( section perpendicular to shaft ),
a little greater than the peripheral v;idth cf the pole it-
self/
Ta'^iing 3 - 87,500 lines per square inch in the ivrought
iron core, then
1,31G,788 / 37,500 15 square inches (apprcT.)
is the area of the cross-section of the magnetic path at
this point. Hence the radial depth cf the section traversed
in the .Tought iron ±3 15 / 4 - 0.75 inches.
1 Theoretical 13'', the cross section|of the magnetic path
through the cast steel end pieces and 'vrought iron oor'^,
uould be the -^ector of a circle. th<^ latter being the
circle running through the base of the inductor p-les),
but this will not be t^ae, practicall:'-, as the lines \7ill
tend to spread, hence, an average vvi Uh has been taken as
above
.
ot If
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Allov/ing about 3 1/4 inches I'or the clianeter of the shaft
at tha oenter' ( aoccrdins to practice) , the diamet'^T of
the \in70u3ht iron core v^econes 10.75 inches.
Y/9 cannot fully d'^temine the proper length for this
cor© until the size of the ir.agnetisinc coil is hnovim,
hut it may be assured to he ahout 9 inches. The width,
along the shaft, of tlis cast steel and pieces, is cletemined
by the width of inductor laminated poles. Since these are
4 1/4 iiches ions, parallel to the nhaft, the ^teel end
pieces must he at least as much, hut in order to i^rovids
for boltJLng the laminae to then ( cn the periphery),
they are r.ade between 4 1/4 and 5 inches wide, as indicated
in the plates .
ARMATURE BODY OR YOKE. Let us say that the flux in
ijjavinc the ar^iature polo and passing into the c-^.st iron,
traverses a|cross-section whose width is abcut 7), 5 inches,
the pole itself boin^ 3.75 inches. Now due to the fact
that cast iron h-^s a much lower r>erT:'eabilit3'', the flux dens-
it]^ in this part of the circuit will be lowered to 65,000
lines per square inch, Tirhich has been found to give not too
great a hea.ting e-f-fect . Then we have
939,849 / 65,^50 = 14. 4G square inches
as the cross-sectional area of the magnetic path in the body
or "yoXe" of the arraature ( perpendicular to the shaft),
and
14.46 / 3.5 = 4.13 inches.
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or abCLit 4 l/s incji'!?!3 as the racUn.! depth of the ca^t iron
of the air-.ature yoke.
The amature stampinss are to have a racial ^lepth of
4 \j2 inches; that is, the depth cf the slot, on the center
line cf the pole, is 1 3/4 inch-?s, and bacX cf that, about
2 .'^./s inoh'=^s is allcwecl for clp^jflping surface tc holt the
laninae to the am:ature body. To provide for this a "seat"
is turned cut in the oast iron ( its plane being perpendicu-
lar tc the shaft ), vdLth a radial depth cf ?. 3/8 inches cut
froin the inner eircunference of the armature 3'c>:e. (See plates)
C^Tf loss in Arr. iture. The resistance cf the i;^ am-
ature coils in series, has been found to be 0,835 o/ins.
Since the two sets, each cf \? coils in series, are in parallel,
ar.r eres v/ill flcv; through each side cf the amature, at
10^ overload, therefore,
( ?,^fTi 0.835 = 334 watts
is iha total C^^i loss in the \'?. coils.
The outside radiating surface of one coil is nade up,
cf the tv;o end surfaces cf the coil, and the two exposed
surfaces cf the coil uliere the latter passes through the slcts.
As indicated below.
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the width ever all cf the ocii, enun.lc; 4 ,PJ: inche??, ;m(\ the
depth or coil i<^> npi^Tcxin^.tely 1,65 Indies, Therercre the
area cf the exposed fsurface ±^
C(4.25 >: 1.05) + (a .?>5 x 0.7^ x P) } r. 2
= PC, .74: square inches.
The area of the exposed surf nce<=-, cf t}ie ceil running through
the slot is
( 4.50 X 0.7 5 X P ) - 0.75 square inches.
This gives '\ totf^l rar^lating surface per ooil, cf about "3,5
square inches. Therefore
IP X 33,5 = -.01 square inches
for the total radi.ating surface of the IP coils in serie^s, cr
for one-hall of the armature, hence
»3?'4 / 401 = ,83 watts
lost per Bouare Inch cf radiating surface. Tlds is reduced to
.69 watta on normal load. The total watt« lost in the whole
armature is, of course, equal tc P x 33:
,
or fJ68 watte,
which ic 1.67f^ of total output of r.achine.
FITilLD ^^INMNG. The field vandings of alternators may be
classified according tc the nethod. of excitation adopted,
as follows: separately excited, self-eacitad and ccripcsitely
excited. In nan'/ alternators built today, separate excitation
is employed and it is the method adopted in this de^'ign.
We may now determine the number of turns required on the ir.ag-
netizing coii., firs::, for non-inductive load. Knowing the
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crCBJ5 section of the different partB of the nia£;netin oir
the foliowins ta'hl-i can be construe t-^d:
Part of Magnetic CroB?? Pliix df^nr- Ajnv' , ti:!.rri s T.on^th
circuit
Virrcu£:ht
iron
core
Oaf5t
pteel
end.s
flux section itj"" per
sn.in. sq,i.'-.ch
1.315,788 15.0 87,718
ir,15,788 16.0 82,25(i
Lgnin«5teri
iron
inductor 1,7,15.788
poles
3.2, 'i 7 107>,000
( net )
Air sap 959,849 11.G9* 80,7,97
( sro F^ B )
liairiinated
iron 939^.9 10.47 87,500
arrn ' t ' e
poles
Caet
iron
ana ' t ' -
959.849
(net
)
14. 4G 65,000
per inch in inch-
ef leni'tii (Magnetic)
52
78
29
265
8
4
0.S5
8
9
Total
•ui t
,
turns
ren VI
288
243
7,1?
070o
« Tal^en at armature pole face,
Pron curves drawn b^'- Prof ..i^sty, and designated as Fl^,22,
1^1^.14, Curve A, Fig. 7, and Fig. 3, curve C, roppectively
.
*** (^i)^^' 0.31.'53 X X 1", .
The naxiriUr. nur.ber of anpere-turns required v;ill be
9,783 1 lus the demagneticing anpere-turns required cn induct-
ive load, viz., G22, naXing a total c-^ 10,415.
To determine the sice cf wire, in circular lails, ;i.ecess-
ar37' for the field coil, we nay use the following foiriula:
ro) - p 1 / ^
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v/nere p = resistance per nil foot of copper vare 2.P cIit'IP
(int?rnH.ticn«l) Pit 60° c.
Si - total ampere- turn r> = 10,415.
-j^
1 - len::^th of a menn turn in feet - 7,, 6-3 f-'et.'
E = vcltage of exciter - IIC.
Since it ma:'' b^^ desirable to place a rliecstat in fieries V7ith
the field coil and exciter, for rej^-latinc; purpo^en, a nini-
muTi of lOfj drop in voltage is allcv/ed, in case the entire re-
sistance of the rheoRt^.t is used; hence the value cf / for
the formula is 99 vclts. Of course, v/hen the rf^sistance is
cut cut, tlie voltage will rise to 110, and consequently the
arai'ere- turns will he increased.
Substituting the a'^cve fcmula, gives
IP. X 10,415 X o.o6 / 99 --= 4,G28 era.
v/Iiich is appro ximatel''^ a 7."l5 r/ire B.W.G., v/hich ha-, cinareaof
5,184 cm.
This corresponds to an actual teniinal voltage at the ceil
Of 99 X ---- - 88.56
5184
The available winding space parallel tc the shaft is
7 inches. The extrene diameter of the coil has be m taken
equal to 17 inches, and the depth of the ceil is ^ inches.
Therefore
3 X 7 =^ PI square inches,
v;hich is the cross-s cticnal area of the ceil . The diameter
cf #15 v;ire, D.C.C., is .08.? inches; tlien the number of uurns
per linear inch is equal tc
1 / ,08P = IP,
2
This quantity squared ( IpTp^ ) gives the number cf turns per
square inch, viz., 149. Hence
1 The diameter cf a mean turn is taken enual to 14 inches, hence
length = TTd = 3.1416 X 14 = 4^inches,c'r 3^6g_feet .
_
T't «
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149 7i 21 = 7>,IP9
is the total rn^nber of turns. Then the current is equal to
ni / n = 10,415 / 7j1P.9 = 7>,7, amperes
The resistance of fl5 wire, at 60° c , is o.7>;;.chr.B per 1,000
feet. The length of a mean turn b'$ing 7, feet, then
3129 X 3,<i6 = 11,45;^ feet
is the total lenfsth cf wire on the coil.
We then have ( 11,452 / 1,000 ) x 2.7>p. = ^6.57 clin-s
as the total resistance cf coil, riuh'stitutins these values
for electronctive-fcrc© end resistance, in the equation
C = S / R
gives C = 33.56 / 26.57 - 7 ,7> aripere^,
as obtained above. This corresponds to a cur^^^^nt density of
5,184 / 3.3 1,570 c.m.
per ampere. When the resistance of the rheostat is entirely
cut cut, the vcltac^ v/ill be 110, and hence the current will
equal
110 / f->j.57 "4.1 amperes
Th"n the 'lensity will >^e
5,184 / 4.1 = 1,264 c.m.
per ampere.
C^R LOSS IN FIELD. With a current of 3.3 amperes, and
the r-sistance of the ceil equal to 2r. .57 olircs. the C*P loan
is
( 373" fx 2*j.57 ^ 289 watts,
vfhich is i.isr*|.'^f the total output of the ma. chine.
The extrene diameter of the field coil being 17 inches,
the circia!iferential length is

TTd = 3.1416 X .17 - inches
Then since the width of the ceil ie V inches, the afea of the
c^aindrical radiating 'surface is
5yy,8 >: 7 = 376. G squ^ire inches
To this must be added ^^bout 30 square inches of radiating
surface on each side of the coil, as provided for in the con-
struction of the bobbin; this naKes a total of
376 + 6 - 436 sqiiare inches
.
Hence ?89 / 436 = ,66 watts lost por snuare inch of radiat-
ing surface. With 4.1 airtperes flcuing through the coil,
the watts lost per square inch is appro ximalel3' 1.
The rise in temperature of the coil, in degrees Centi-
1
grade, as given b:'- the folloiving formula, is enual to
52 X loss in v/atts / cyl, surface of bobbin in square inche
or 52 X 289 / 376 = 40°
with an excitation current of 3.3 amperes. v;hen the current
is 4.1 amperes, the rise in temperature is about 53° C
.
1 Pisher-Hinnen, Continuous Current rynamcs, p. 407 j^l899 )
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